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Bar-b-que, Barbed Cues
Planned For Fancy Farm
Red-Hot pit barbecue and even
hotter politics will be in store
for visitors to the annual Fancy
Farm picnic to be held Saturday.
August 4.
J. Albert Cash, manager of this
year's affair, announced that the
two principals in this fall's race
for one of Kentucky's two seats in
the U. S. Senate - incumbent
Thruston Morton, Republican, and
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Tripp Orders Remodeling Ot LIT)'
1000Legal Fee In Meadowview Suit
Is Tripp's Post
Now Eligible For
Special Election?

Cayce Church To
Sponsor Family
Style Supper

10c

Single Copy, 10c

Democratic hopeful' Wilson W.
Afkroflim Center
Wyatt-have indicated they will Volume Thirty-One
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, July 26, 1962
Univers. ity of
be at the picnic.
Number 30
Kentuch
Journalism
Also, Governor Bert Combs,
Room 212 Buildin
•
Highway
Commissioner Henry
•
esingtim. K tucky
Ward, and gubernatorial candidates Ned Breathitt and Rumsey
Taylor, have accepted invitations
to attend.
Cash said that former Governor A. B. Chandler, who is seeking a third term as governor, also
has been invited to attend. Chandler indicated that he had a prior
commitment but might arrange
his schedule in order to appear at
At a special meeting of the City Commissioners
.Fulton's City Hall is in a mess. Mayor Gilbert Do
the picnic.
held Tuesday night, the Commissioners employed atMyer was shocked into disbelief and even CommissionAll of the men will make brief
torney Farland Robbins of Mayfield to represent the
talks durine the afternoon.
er Bob McCain was somewhat surprised to witness the
The Fancy Farm dinner ,pre- Commission to defend a suit brought by John Lloyd
condition
s of affairs in the office of the City Clerk WedThe Twin Cities Youth Incorpo- pared and served
by the ladies of Jones and Dick Meacham who seek a court order to get
nesday
morning,
rated, which has organized and St. Jerome parish,
The situation came about when Acting
will be served a building permit for the construction of a residence in
operated the boys baseball and both at noun
Manager Nelson Tripp, without the benefit of an offieial
and in the evening.
girls softball programs in Fulton
Entertainment will be provided the Meadowview subdivision. The Commission agreed
Ls the office of City Commis- meeting of the Mayor amd
commissioners, began extenthis. season, is in need of extra throughout the
day and evening. to pay Mr. Robbins $600.00 for representing the Com- sioner now held by Nelson
funds to finish out the year.
Cash has predicted one of the mission in the Circuit Court and
Tripp subject to a special ekes sive repairs at the City Hall to create private office
an
additiona
l $400.00 lion
Parents of participating young- largest turnouts
in the history of
Attorneys space for the City Manager and the Board of Commissters and other local residents are the 82-year-old
for an appeal to the Court of Appeals, making a total of differinon September?
their opinions.
event.
sioners. The matter was discussed informally Tuesday
asked to please donate to this
$1000.00 Mr. Robbins asked $1400 to defend the case of
Here's the story:
night, both Mayor DeMyer and Commissioner McCain
worthwhile organization. ContriNelson 'Iripp tt as appointed
L. C."Doc" Adams, regarding a liquor license in Highbutions may be mailed to Twin
told the News Wednesday morning, but no official acto
fill
the
vacancy
on
the
Comlands. No action was taken in the Adams matter.
Cities Youth Incorporated, care of
mission created by the resigna- tion was taken. Commissioner Clarence Moline
Riley Allen, Fulton.
reported
tion of L. M. McBride who was
The suit was brought to test
Many improvements in the sumthat he was aware that the work would:. begin Wednesstreet even though it would be- elected last- November. Kenapplication
the
subdivision
of
the
mer youth program have been
regulations, adopted in 1961. to gin at the end of a graveled tucky statutes reveal that the day. He further stated that City Manager Tripp, has the
made by the organization this
vacancy is to be filled in the authority to spend up to $500 on any one
the Meadowview subdivision, and stretch of the street.
year. Caps were furnished for the
project withnext general election follcming
it is contended by the subdividers
girls leagues and complete uniout the concurrence of the Mayor and the CommissionIt is contended by the plaintiffs the
vacancy. McBride resigned
that their subdivision was in exforms for seven Little League
Plenty of good bar-b-que will istance and 13 lots had been sold that the requirement to construct on March It, 1962, to accept a ers.
teams were purchased.
be on hand at the Cayce Metho- and residences built on them be- concrete curb and gutter and a position v ith the City National
A new diamond is under conThe meeting Tuesday.night was
dist Church Wednesday night, fore the regulations were adopted. paved street is uneconomical be- Bank. The next general election
struction at City Park to be used
new door-way and the spat'', for-t
cause of the limited demand ?or
August 1, as an old-fashioned
following the vacancy is on No- called for the sole purpose of hirby the Minor League boys. This
ing an attorney to defend the City merly used for customer service
The plaintiffs say that nine resi- building lots on the Kentucky vember 6. 1962.
family-style supper gets under
will make a total of three diawill be walled off to make a pridences now exist on Court Drive side and point out that four
way at 6:00 p. m.
In order that the names of against a suit brought by Dr.
monds in the Park. Two other
vate office for the City Manager.
building permits were issued in
Lloyd
John
Jones
and
Dick
The ladies of the church will in their subdivision and are on a
any
candidates may appear on
leagues use the South Fulton
The new office will be boarded
serve barbecued pork and mut- gravel street, while the Planning Fulton. Kentucky, in an eight the general election ballot in Meacham.(See story on this page.)
Athletic Field, and many imThe remodeling job at City Hall up with sheet rock on the city
ton, cake, and homemade ice and Zoning Commission would re- month's period when 19 permits November a primary must be
provements have been made there
clerk's side of the office, and the
were issued in South Fulton,
cream at only $1.25 per loaded quire the construction of concrete
held in september. Candidates rearranges the customers' recep- interior
also.
where no such restrictions are in
will be finished in some
rows
tion
making
the
entrance
plate.
on
who
wish
to enter the primary
curb and gutter and a paved effect.
type of paneling.
must file petitions before Aug- Main Street. The front window of
The new office does not have
ust 7. after which the county the City Clerk's office was torn air-conditi
oning or heat, howcourt clerk shall publicize the away and an outside doorway in- ever.
City Manager Tripp indicatdate of a primary to select one serted. The counter for customer ed
that an air-conditioning and
(Continued on page four)
collections will be placed near the some vent work would come
later. Tripp indicated that the cost of
WORKMEN IN A HURRY
the remodeling would run in the
vicinity of $500. When asked
what would happen if the cost of
The Fulton County Democratic
the remodeling exceeded that
Woman's Club will meet at the
It's been a long, long time since the blare of the This week volunteer workers
figure Commissioner Moline said
REA Building in Hickman at
that Tripp would have to go becalliope and the stomping of animal hoofs paraded along are contacting local merchants and
7:45 P. M. Friday, July 27th.
other individuals to buy circus
fore the Commission for more
Hoyt Barnett, State Representa- Lake Street. The
cry
of
"the
circus
is
in
town,"
has
long
tickets to be given away to those
funds, as did Commissioner Rice.
tive, will be the speaker.
who exceeded his cemetery mainAll members are urged to at- been silenced, but the Fulton Shrine Club is not an or- persons who are unable to buy
them.
"To see a circus is the
tenance budget by nearly $1500.
tend and anyone desiring to be- ganization to let the future forget the past.
dream
of a lifetime for a youngIn an interview with Commis.
come a member may obtain a
For the circus is coming to town on September 12 ster," Hugh
Fly vice-president of
sinner McCain Wednesday he sail
membership card at the meeting.
and what's more when the big and highly rated Shrine the Shrine Club told the News.
that he did not know that thl
work would be- done so -soon
POSSIBLE SURGERY!
circus comes to the twin cities the area will have the "It would be a shame for some
little
child
to
-s
circus
ml'
the
When asked if such an expendi.
beH. C. Sams, Jr., was admitted to distinction of being the smallest
city
in
which
cause
this
didn't
he
world
Ave
price
the
of
ture should have come before the
the Methodist Hospital in Memadmission. Fulton people have alofficial body he told this reportphis Tuesday for an examination famous show has ever Ochibited.
ways
come
through
with
er:
every
•
and possible surgery. His room
The Shrine Circus that will
drive for charity ever promoted
"Come to the meeting apd find
number is 495.
come to Fulton is the same circus about or seen in books.
and I know they will buy tickets
out."
that has been viewed in the movThe Stu ine circus appearance to give to those persons unable to
This is the seen nul time .in
CALLING CRIBBERS!
ies and on television. It is herald- here will be in the interest of the buy them," he added.
week that Acting City ninager
Football practice at Fulton High ed as the world's largest wild ani- crippled children's program that
Workman
took
no
time
in
breaking
through
the e All at City hall Tripp has taken action followitig
Area bands and local organizaSchool will get underway August mal circus with 24 lions, a score has been so enthusiastically sponto begin City Manager Nelson Tripp's remodeling jot,.
inform I discuss ions with the
6th with the first game being of tigers, 15 elephants, giraffes, sored by the Shrine organization tions will be invited to march in
other three commissioners. W. D.
scheduled for August 31. Boys in- camels, and even a real live hippo- through the years. All net pro- the big circus parade and the twin
PoW.wi
hirod i elly stlrerinterested in playing on the Bull- potamus. The Shrine circus is a ceeds from the circus will go to- cities will be 'he gay and lively
tendent
before Tripp's recomon September 12.
dog team this year should con- virtual travelling zoo and adults wards furthering the program of spot on the m
mendation
could be act1 iipon 1,y
tact Coach Caddas at 2044 as soon and children alike will be able to care and therapy for crippled because, yes. • .'re right
the, Mayor and Bins rd of comas possible.
see wild animals they've only read children.
"The cirCteomtng to town!"
missioners in effioial session.
Acting City Mana cur Tr
who is also a City Cominisieri
er.
appears to be on safe ground i!'
Undertaking projects that normal•
The $340.000.000 compromise' been held up by Iii,' po
1 y would neCessitate official
acwelfare-reform bill, given final jockeying in Washis:,:on ever the tion by the entire ;awe:
nine hodY
approval ley Congress in Washing- welfare bill.. The medical-care of the City of Fulton.
Commiston Thursday: would rai -e the amendment was killed by the sions Rice, Moline ;nal
McCain
average public-assistance payment Senate Tuesday.
are in close rapport with Tripp's
to
Kentucky's
By KAREN DUBLIN
needy
aged,
joyed at the real old-time county
blind,
The fairgrounds and most of the
The pony laces held at the
Officials of the Department of administration or city affairs. Acmidway will open Monday, Aug- Twigg Farm in the Middle Road and disabled $4.57 a month.
Economic Security here said that tions discussed informally, withThe wheels of progress are fairs of yesteryear.
Recirtjents of aid to dependent although they have not yet seen out legal status have been ratiever turning in our modern
Even though exhibits at the big ust 13, but the official fair-open- just off Highway 51 attracted, a
world of 1982, but here in Ful- Jaycee Ken-Tenn Fair will con- ing ceremonies will not take place large crowd Sunday afternoon and children also may be able to ob- the compromise bill, they under- fied at She official sessions by the
plans are being made to have tain increases of abote $1 a stand there has been.no change in four ecahmissioners. Mayor Deton, these wheels are going to be tain some of the most modern until the following day.
The Jaycettes have scheduled pony races, shows, saddle horse month per family in their, month- a proposed increase in fedetal-aid Myer's objections to any decisions
stopped for just awhile. In fact, appliances and equipment known
funds being allotted to the states made by the other commissioners,
they are going to be stopped just to man, an aura of the country their annual Tiny Tot Revue as shows and other horse and rider ly payments.
long enough for everyone in this atmosphere will hang over all the the first big event of fair week. events each Sunday afternoon durThe increases would become for certain public-assistance recip- either die a-borning or are outvoted.
ients.
five-state area of ours to enjoy fair activities, creating one of the It will be held at the fairgrounds ing the remainder of the summer. effective October 1.
Everyone is invited so bring the
In other current changes being
the things his father, grandfather, most relaxed. informal and fun- on Tuesday night, August 14.
The compromise measure was
The average payment to old age
There will be two age divisions horses and ponies out to partici- sent to President John F. Kennedy recipients
and even great-grandfather en- filled weeks of the whole year.
Was $50.26 a month ,in done at the City Hall the Mayor
this year instead of the -three pate. Cash prizes will be given. for his signature. Action on the May while
the average payment becomes a man - without an ofgroups in previous years.
There is on entry fee. For further measure - which extends pro- to the needy blind was $57.52
and fice, The paneled 'office, which
Wednesday will be Kids Day information call Porter Twigg, grams that expired July
Tripp remodeled for himself
(Continued on pace tour)
1-had
and the younger members of the Gene Hoodenpyle or K. P. Dalwhile he was Mayor has
been
households will really be sitting ton, Jr.
turned over to the police departpretty all day long. Admission for
ment. The courtroom is being
rechildren under twelve will be abmodeled so that a door is being
Long Odds! In fact, 200,000 to 1! Drop one-half of each ticket into solutely free and all rides will
installed between the police deThose ARE long odds, but to the the barrel and keep the other half be only 10 cents. Wednesday night
partment and the court-room,
winner of the 1962 Ford Fairlane for identifying purposes.
will feature a big Youth Talent
making the court-room the site
500 at this year's Ken-Tenn Fair,
Third, and probably most im- show with the popular "Cousin
for the commission meetings.
Teachers and schedules have
Apr. 17-I9-KEA
meetings;
those almost unbelievable odds portant, be present
Saturday Tuny" of _Jackson television fame
Tripp could not be reached for
announced
been
the
Fulton
by
Classes
dismissed.
will pay off in a big way. The night ,August 18, at the fair- making an appearance. Children
City School System for the 1962May 24-End of school for year comment about his hurried reJaycees are giving teh car away grounds for the big drawing. At up to age twelve will be eligible
modeling of City Hall. It was
63 school year. School will open 1962-63.
on Saturday night, August 18, at that time the car will be given to enter the talent contest.
August 23 for registration, with
J. M. Martin was once. again se- learned however that Tripp promthe fairgrounds, and 200,000 free away and ticket-holders must be
The farm families of the area
The Fulton Chamber of Com- the first day of classes being Aug- lected as principal
for Fulton ised James Robey, the new city
tickets are now being distributed present to win. It has been Sug- will be honored an Thursday with
merce issued a warning early this ust 27.
City High School. Other teachers manager, that office space would
gested that if you have a large a big 'Rural Day" celebration
by Fulton merchants.
. In- week for anyone considering reThe tentative school calender is will be LaNette Allen, counselor; be made available to him in .a
In order to be eligible to win number of tickets in the barrel, cluded in the day's agenda will be pairs to their homes or the addi- as follows:
Mandel Brown, band and music; position -where the City Manager
this handsome blue car, fairgoers keep a listing of the stub numberA pie eating, mule and horse pulling, tion of siding or roofs to act with
August 22-Faculty Meeting Mary Hughes Burrow, English; could have close and personal
must do only three things. First, for quick reference. If the holder country horse show, and square caution.
(in-service day, health day).
bhester Caddas, physical educa- supervision over the City Clerk's
go into one of the stores in the of the winning ticket does not an- dancing in the evening. The liveComplaints on itinerant firms
August
23-Registration and tion and coach; Charles Cooper, office.
Fulton area (nearly all of the swer with a reasonable length stock judging will not take place operating in the area have been Book Day for grades 1-6.
mathematics; Mary DeMyer, home
merchants, including the banks, of time, another number will be on this day, but will be scheduled received from
home
owners.
August 24-Registration
and economics; Lois Haws, modern
throughout the week.
CATTLE MEETING
have the tickets) and ask for drawn.
Everyone should beware of firms Book Day for. grades 7-12.
languages; Charles Jackson, comBesides the car, the Jaycees will
No special plans
for Fri- with "come-on". promotions such
your tickets. There is no obligaAugust 27-All schools assem- merce; Mary
Martin,
also
social
Warren
give
away
$100
Thompson, field agent
savings
have
bonds day
been
announc- as explanations that they will do ble
tion to buy any merchandise and
for classes at 9:00 a. m.
science. William Robertson, indus- in agronomy, and George
Penthe tickets themselves are abso- on Tuesday ,Thursday and Fri- ed as yet, but it is to be ex- the work as part of their adverAugust 28-Cafeteria opens for trial arts; Bobby Snider, science dergrass, field agent
day nights. These same tickets will pected that those imaginative
in animal
lutely free.
tising program.
meals.
and mathematics; Patricia Steele. husbandry, both from the
apply to these three drawings Fulton Jaycees will come up with
UniThose considering repair work
Sept. 3-Labor Day holiday.
Second, attend the big Ken- also.
library and English. Ernest Willey versity of Kentucky, wilL
something really spectacular to to their homes
be in
should not be misOct. 12-FDEA meeting at Mur- is high school janitor.
Tenn Fair sometime during the
Fulton County on Wednesday
The car is now on display at fill up that next-to-the-last day led
by contracts offering some- ray; Classes dismissed.
week of August 13-18 and, after Puckett's
Charles Thomas, former high August 1, for a meeting
Service
Station in of the 1962 Fair.
on the
thing for nothing.
Nov. 23 and 24-Thanksgiving school coach, was reappointed as Parnell Garrigan
enjoying all the interesting ex- downtown Fulton, and it will be
Everyone will be waiting for the
farm at 1:30
Any
complants
should
be
diholidays.
hibits and the midway, take your on Lake Street from now until big event
principal
of
Carr
Elementary
p
.
m.
All
farmers
are
to be staged Saturday rected to the Chamber of Cominvited to
Dec. 19-Jan. 1-Christmas vaca- Grade school and junior high in- attend
tickets to the designated booth. fair-time.
and see Garrigan's pure(Continued on page tow)
merce immediately.
tion.
(Continued on page four)
bred Angus cattle.

Youth Program
Needs Funds To
Finish Season

,

W F U Lel

Barnett To Speak
At Meeting Of
Democratic Women

World Famous Shrine Circus To Show
Here On Sept.12;Fulton Club Is Sponsor

Kids, Car, And Cotton Candy Will Be
Some Of Features Of The Big '62 Fair

Pony Races Get
Large Crowds
At Twigg Farm

"How To Win A Brand-New Car"
Three-Step Process At 1962 Fair

Complaints Of
Repairs Racket
Received Here

Welfare Recipients To
Gel More in Kent/rig

Teachers, Holidays Announced By
City School Board For Year 1962-63

Hoyt Barnett Has A Moral Obligation To Resign;
To Remain In Office Is Not In The Public Interest
Politics involves getting elected
to office. Yet office holding can be a
shallow thing in itself. Those who
aspire to public office must keep in
mind that they also have a public
trust to discharge.
This public trust is more than a
superficial testing of the prevailing
winds of the moment. It is alsb- more
than an exhibition of blind loyalty to
the ruling powers and factions of the
day A vital foundation of enduring
moral character is necessary for the
fulfilling of this public trust.
Let us consider then the moral
responsibility of Hoyt Barnett, who
was elected as the representative of
nearly 20,000 people to the General
Assembly of Kentuckg. Last week the
News reported that Mr. Barnett had
been cleared for a position as special
assistant to the Commissioner of the
Department. of• Conn-tierce of Kentucky. According to Mr. Barnett the
position became available to him on
June-first. 1962. Mr. Barnett stated
further that he has received no compensation for this positionthus far,
and actually ,is awaiting some statewide development before he makes
the final decision about accepting the
po:it'on. which was created for him.
We take no issue with Mr. Barnett'beeatise he has considered or is
ninv considering becoming an employee of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. It is possible that Mr. Barnett might make some contribution to
the industrial development of the 22
Western Kentucky counties he will
serve, in some hitherto unexplained
capacity of liasow officer with the
central office of the Department of
Commerce.
But we are extremely concerned
with the -fact that Mr. Barnett, having been cleared for a state position
for the present or the future, failed to
resign his elective position as repre-

sentative from Fulton and Hickman
counties at the very moment he considered remunerative employment in
State government.
No man can serve two masters.
Whether or not Mr. Barnett accepts
the-position for which he has been
cleared- his constitutents have a justifiable reason to believe that his representation of Fulton and Hickman
Counties will be shackled.
Governor Combs told this newspaper last week that he was unaware
that Mr. Barnett had been cleared for
a State Government position, while
still an elected official. It is not an act
.of piety nor magnanimity that Mr.
Barnett has failed to accept any compensation from the State. It would
have been a violation of the law and
we think that even Mr. Barnett
knows that..
* It has been truthfully said, "It is
not failure, but low aim" that is the
worst mistake of public officials who
violate the public trust.
Public servants can easily read
their own desires and the desires of
their benefactors into legislation and
administration. Mr. Barnett ,may
never serve in the General Assembly
until his candidacy is again presented
to the electorate and they have an
opportunity to judge the calibre of
his leadership and responsibility to
the electorate. But if a special session
is called before the next regular session, and this is a likely possibility,
the people in Fulton and Hickman
counties have a right to suspect that
their representation is cast in the
twilight zone of uncertainty, which
is sure to fail the best interests of the
general public.
Mr. Barnett has a moral responsibility to resign as representative
now. Failure to do so constitutes a
deception to the public that he will
represent them fairly and without
prejudice or political influence.

The News Seeks Public Opinion In Senatorial,
Race And Other Matters Of Major Importance
Now that race for U. S. Senate
between Sen. Thruston B. Morton,
Republican; and Lt. Gov. Wilson W.
Wyatt, Democratic challenger, is
well under way, and 1963 Governor's race likewise is shaping up.
In ldst week's issue the KENTUCKY REPORT OF LOUISVILLE
requested the cooperation of its readers in sampling opinion in several
matters of wide interest on the public affairs scene. With the permission
of the Kentucky Report the News is
herewith printing the questions asked
by the weekly bulletin and asks your
Cooperation in answering them for
us.
We would appreciate it if you
would answer these questions, without si(ming iour name if you would
rather not, and either mailing or
bringing the questionaire into our office not later than Tuesday. July 31.
Here are the questions:
Question No. 1
Are you registered
Democrat ( ) Republican (
Independent ( )Question No. 2
If election were tomorrow, which
of two candidates would you vote for?
Morton ( )
Wyatt( ) Undecided(
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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Question No. 3
Which of these matters do you
feel, in order of their importance, will
have bearing on outcome of this U. S.
Senate race?
Medical care- for aged (
Morton's record ( /
Wyatt's record(
Personalities(
Morton's charges that Wyatt's
industrial development program is
failure ( )
Wyatt's charges Morton has devoted too much time to GOP affairs,
not enough to Kentucky (
No
opinion ( )
Question No. 4
Are you in favor of a program of
medical care for persons over 65 paid
for through Social Security contributions and administered by Federal authority?
Yes( )
No(
No
Opinion(
Question No. 5
How would you rate policies,
programs and accomplishmels of
administration of Gov. Bert T. Combs
to date?
Excellent (
Good (
Fair(
Poor( )
No
Opinion( )
Question No. 6
Which of these four declared
candidates do you believe has best
chance of being nominated for Governor in Democratic Primary in May,
1963?
Edward T. Breathitt ( )
A. B. Chandler ( )
Mary
Louise Foust(
. Rumsey Taylor (
No Opinion( )
Question No. 7
Which of these four do you believe would have best chance of being
noriffnated for Lieutenant Governor
in Democratic Primary in May 1963?
- James F. Gordon ( 1
Fred
B. Morgan ( )
Henry Ward(
Harry Lee Waterfield(
Other( )
No Opinion (

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mchottars

Three Days Left In Farm Safety Week;
Watch Out For Drownings In Farm Ponds
"How ya gonna' keep 'em safe
down on the farm?" is a very important question highlighted by
National Farm Sfety Week, and
the Kentucky State Department
of Health, the American Red
Cross, and local farm and safety
oragnizations may have an answer with an easily erected farm
pond rescue station.
More than 90 Kentuckians lose
their lives each year by drowning, according to the Division of
Biostatistics, Kentucky State Department of Health. As many
drownings will probably occur
again this year unless drastic
safety steps are taken.

•

-•

100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review 'Of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed Iv the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN.
Kentucky Civil War commission)
One hundred years ago this
week, John Hunt Molitan's Confederate cavalry had completed
the classic "first Kentucky raid"
and was safely back in Tennessee.
In twenty-four days the Rebel
Raiders had ridden more than 1,000 miles and, in the words of
Morgan's official report, had
"captured seventeen towns, destroyed all the government supplies and arms in them, dispersed
about 1500 Home Guards, -and
paroled nearly
1200 regular
troops."
Although Mown had only. 875
officers and men with him when
he set out, and lost about ninety
in killed, wounded and missing,
he returned to Confederate territory with nearly 1200, recruits
picked up in Kentucky making up
the difference.
The military governor of Kentucky, Union Brig. Gen. Jerry T.
Boyle, had been frantic the whole
time Morgan was in his territory.
He had been deceived by false dispatches transmitted over his telegraph lines by the Confederates,
and over his own signature had
passed along to Ilk_ subordinate
commanders wilelumors which
confused them and sent them
looking for Morgan in the wrong
places. Gen. Boyle issued an order
"that every able-bodied man
take arms and aid in repelling the
marauders; every man who does
not join will remain in his house
48 hours, and be shot down if he
leaves it." A nevi dispatch from
Lexington said :"The effect of the
proclamation is to keep the secessionists housed up, for fear of be-

ing shot. . Everything here seems
stagnant; three-fourths of the
stores and manufactories are
closed; every face wears a sickly,
frightened look; men speak to
each other of Morgan as though
his name were to them what that
of Richard of the Lion Heart was
to the Saracens."
The military governor was now
bearing down on civilians suspected of being sympathetic to
the South. On one day 27 of the
wealthiest _and mosf influential
citizens of Grant and Pendleton
counties" were seized and taken
to a prison camp in Ohio, all accused of "disloyalty." A few days
later 33 who had temporarily been
locked up in - military jails at
Louisville were transferred to Indiana Penitentiary at Jeffersonville. Gen. Boyle made public an
order that a prison be prepared
at Newport for "rebel females."
He said they would be required
to sew for Federal soldiers. Two
religious papers at Louisville, The
True Presbyterian and the Baptist Recorder, were suppressed.
With the August election of
county officers approaching, Boyle
issued an order which said: "No
person hostile in opinion to the
desiring its
government and
overthrow will be allowed to stand
for office in . . . Kentucky. The
attempt of such a person to stand
for office will be regarded as in itself sufficient evidence of his
treasonable intent to warrant his
arrest." Several candidates, including Circuit Judge Samuel M.
Moore, Covington, were individually threatened with arrest and
forced to withdraw.

Tourist Industry Gets Boost From
Added Revenue From Turnpikes
Fourth in a se:ies on Kentucky
Turnpikes:
By Charles Warnick
Director
Kentucky Division of Tourist and
Travel Promotion
The tourist in istry is the second largest business in Kentucky,
amounting to l285 million last
year. It is excee led only by agriculture.
Completion of 'he turnpike program in the Commonwealth will
add millions of dollars to the
pockets of Kentuckians. More than
that, the travel*: using the turnpike will pay the tolls, thus freeing regular highway funds for
other road improvement and
maintenance.
Backing up ti -se claims are the
experiences of other states. A
case in point is the Garden State
Parkway in New Jersey. State officials report that the resort business on the Jersey Coast was losing favor until the turnpike was
completed.
In Pennsylvania, Bedford made
the most of that state's turnpike
in a community effort to stimulate the tourist trade. Magazines
and booklets vo re published telling of the vacation possibilities in
the area,
Florida's Sunshine Parkway and
the turnpikes v hich run through
New Hampshire and into the
Maine vacationl and have pumped
tourist dollars into economies of
these areas.
Kentucky will have the same
opportunity. and perhaps even
greater, when the Eastern and
Western Turnpikes are completed.
With the completion of Barkley
Dam and a Federal recreational
area. Western Kentucky will attract even more visitors. The
turnpike, however, will be a two.

way street ,with others traveling
eastward to the Lincoln country,
My Old Kentucky Home and the
horse country of' the Bluegrass.
The caves, the land of the Confederacy and other attractions
will bring still other tourists.
However, a strong local effort to
promote these attractions will be
necessary to supplement the State
effort.
The Eastern Kentucky Turnpike
will provide other vistas, as it
connects the timberland of the
Cumberland Mountains with the
great meadow of Central Kentucky. Natural Bridge, Jenny
Wiley, Buckhorn and other points
can reap a tourist harvest. Pilot
Point, where Daniel Boone first
saw the interior of Kentucky,
Sky Bridge, the Breaks Interstate
Park and other attractions have
not been fully publicized because of their relatively difficult
accessibility prior to the turnpike.
Now they can be fully developed.
Kentuckians through the turnpike program have in hand a great
opportunity. Towns, counties and
area associations should be encouraged to band together to undertake promotion in depth. State
and national advertising is a possibility. Festivals and special
celebrations will add to the flow
of dollars.
There is within reach a new
supply of money flowing from the
pockets of millions of Americans
who are travel-prone and travelconscious. Pittsburgh is within a
day's drive of Eastern Kentucky.
So aws Columbus and Cleveland.
Western Kentucky can attract
from St. Louis, Chicago, Indianapolis, Memphis and Nashville
those with the wanderlust.
The Turnpike System in Kentucky can help make tourism the
state's largest industry.

One of the State's biggest
"death traps" is the farm pond or
lake. There are some 170,000
sprinkled over
the Bluegrass
State, and new ones are being
built every day.
These figures help account for
the fact that drowning ranks second only to machinery as a cause
of accidental deaths on farms,
To make these ponds safer for
fun and recreation, the Kentucky
State Department of Health. Kentucky's Red Cross chapters, many
FFA chapters, and 4-H clubs are
urging pond and lake owners to
safeguard through a simple and
inexpensive "do-it-yourself" safety project.
The project calls for the easy
erection of a rescue station on the
bank of the pond. The equipment
needed includes a five-foot 2" x
4" post driven about 15 inches
deep in the ground near the water
where a swimmer might get in
trouble; an inflated inner tube attached to a forty-foot length of
coiled rope hung on a 80-penny
spike in the post; a fishing pole
secured against the post for
"reaching rescues;" and a tin can

such as a quart juice container,
nailed to the top of the post to
hold first aid supplies.
In addition, local Red Cross
chapters supply, on request, copies of a special safety poster cut
in a size_and shape to fit around
the tin can. The poster carries
twelve safety rules for farm ponds
users; written and pictorial methods of rescue; and instructions for
giving mouth-to-mouth
rescue
breathing.
Just in case the pond owner's
do-it yourself talents are limited,
there are also instructions on the
poster for making the rescue station.
PAKISTAN GAINS
Karachi — Pakistan's national
income rose 6 percent in the first
year of its current five-year development plan. The target, was
4.7 percent.

Wheel Alignment
By Experts
Prevents costly tire wear
Adds extra nuleaga
to Your tires

$6.95 COMPLETE
• Caster and camber scientifically
reset to manufacturer's
specifications
• Correct toe-in and toe-out on
your car's front wheels
• Inspect and adjust steering for
added safety.

Charlie Scales
B-F GOODRICH STORE
112 Lake St.
Phone 389

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
J. B. MANESS & SONS
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Sweater

$10.99

Skirt $13.99

and pair this 100% virgin wool skirt bed*
with color-cued furblend sweater, fullfashioned, featuring new Clawatro naddinft
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS!

The News reports your - - -

Saturday afternoon and in lakeThe Futlbn
side cottages owned by Fulton and Page 3
Hickman friends the anniversaries
were happily enjoyed.
a flowered print overblouse.

Diary of Doin's
qm surtnaga
on
for

The men of the WhitesellMeade wedding party also held a
brunch Saturday morning, this
one at the Smith Atkins residence, with Jerry F. Atkins as
host.
A delicious two-course brunch
was served to the male members
of the wedding party.

The Monday
morning mail
brought us a card from Warren
Johnson who reports that he's
been to Las Vegas. Nevada four
times and still has a lot to see of
that fantastic city. Warren said
that he is bringing his daughter
Sherrye, the son-in-law,
the
grandson and the dog house home
with him. If he stays in Las
Vegas for very long he'll have to
live in our dog house until he
gets solvent again. What a city!

tiful birthday cake and the group
joined in with best wishes for a
very happy birthday.

Mrs. J. D. Simpson, Mrs. Pete
Green, Mrs. Leon Hutchens. Mrs.
Frank Wiggins, and Mrs. Paul
Hornbeak represented Fulton at
the annual convention of the
Be There A Dame Who's Fairly Bright
American Legion Auxiliary, Department of Kentucky. in PaduWho Never To Herself Has Said,
cah, July 12-15.
I'm Going On A Diet!
Mrs. Green was elected to serve
The meter to this miserable bit of poetry was put
on
the Resolutions Committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ericksen. Mr.
together by some immortal writer. We stole it to remind
and Mrs. Riley Tate, and Mr.
and Mrs. David Phelps entertainourselves that almost, nearly, mostly all people talk
ed the members of the Silvers
about going on diets at some time or another and usualThe Fulton County Association- Team in the Minor
League Frial W. M. U. meeting was held July day night with
ly do. Because of this often-tried, rarely successful ina hamburger sup16 at West Hickman Baptist per at
tention, the country is in the midst of a fabulous boom
the City Park following
Church. Mrs. Truett Miller gave their game.
greetingt to the tollov.ing pet,
of diet fads and frankly We might say we've aided and
the devotional. A mission study,
Fifteen young basebaliers at- sons this week:
"Enlistment for Missions." was
abeted this fantastic business. Our latest venture was to
July 26: Mary Ann Hinkle.
taught by Mrs. W. C. White. tended and enjoyed the feast of
devour with gusto Dr. Taller's new book, "Calories
Milton Extim, Mrs. Abe Jolley,
southwestern regional WMU pres- burgers and buns.
Don't Couni" and after gobbling ug all the fat we could
Anita Hyland, Mary Lee Polsident. The next quarterly meetPictured above are Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chambers
, Dukedom, ing will
Mr. and 11IrS. Herman Harrison grove: July 27: Mrs. John Sellbe held at the First Bapeat, we were shocked to read that we didn't count the who celebrated their 50th Wedding
Anniversary last Sunday, July tist Church in Fulton in October. of Fulton, Route 4, were
recently werdt. Glenda Bone, Jimmy Lowcalories and the book didn't add up to what it was sup- 22. A very nice Open House was
visited by their nieces, Judy and rey; July 28: Libby Jane Edheld at their home and many rela-posed to be, either.
Miss Judy Moore. bride-elect of Jean Sloan of Covington, Tennes- wards, Mrs. J. C. Hancock: Jul>
tives and friends called during the afteronoo
n.
John Carl Jones, was honored at see. Also visiting with the twins 29: M. N. Burrow. lack Edwards.
shared a very pleasant week-end
You can imagine the gnawing
were Carol Duskin, Judy Ander- Mrs. Ernest Bell: July 30: Brenda
at Kentucky Lake a very long
mie went to the hospital and a bridal luncheon Friday at the
pain to our pride when we read
Derby. Hostesses included Mrs. J. son ,and Kay Gerberdine, all of Terry, Brenda Harrkon. Charles
time ago. Helen and Ben and their Hunter Byrd Whitesells have a
came
recently that the publishers,of the
back
because
the
baby
reason
to be real proud of their
E. Batts, Dr. J. L.' Jones. Jr.. Mrs.
son Swayne recalled that weekCovington.
wasn't ready yet." Congratula- L. Jones, Mrs. Morgan Omar. Miss
book were being sued by some
Walter Voelpel, Gene Williamson.
end, which reminded us that time young son in his perforniance as
Helen King, Mrs. Joe Treas and
tions.
manufacturing company because
Linda
was
a
valued
ema
ring-bear
er at "Aunt Betsy's"
marches on and our children are
Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Taylor enployee
of
the publishers didn't sell some
the
July 31: Mrs. M. N. Burrow.
News
a
few
years
wedding.
He performed like a
getting older every day.
The central appointment was a tertained the members of the Eddie Bell, Mildred
ago.
kind of safflower oil with the
Greer, George
veteran.
bride-doll
Cumberla
,
with
nd
yellow
Presbyterian choir Speight, Mrs. Fred Sawyer, Mrs.
streamers
book that somebody else said
We've been writing about Billy
running
and
from
theii
it
families
to
each guests
at a picnic at Norton Baird, Hazel :McAlister,
was a "worthless hoax" and didn't
Another little girl has arrived
Terry for all the years we've been
Our "Westwood" was a gay and
place. Arrangements of summer their country home last Wednes- Clarence
do anything like help you reduce in
Murphy,
Howard
Fulton. but met him for the lively place this week-end as we to make a lot of wonderful people flowers in silver bowls, and
day
night.
Delicious
barbecue and Strange, Mrs. George-Hester, Billy
minlike it was supposed to.
first time at the Whitesell recep- enjoyed some delightful visiting happy. Lovely Phoebe Curlin iature wedding bouquet
country
ham
with
all
placethe trim- Murphy, Joe Davis, Mrs. Paul
Reed was born to Billy and PhoeHere we've been frying chick- tion. Billy hasn't visited his par- and reminiscing with
markers completed
some Misthe table mings was enjoyed by everyone Westpheling, Mrs. G. C. Fain. Mrs.
be Reed in far off England reen, meats, and even fish in this ents, Norman and Laverne Terry, sissippi home folks.
decorations.
present.
Louise and cently
T. T. Boaz; August 1: Doris Alyne
kind of oil that's not supposed to for three years and we all
and there to share the
gave Bert Matthews end their two
Mrs. Paul Turbeville presented Bolin, Mrs. Herman Sams,
"The lovely young guest of honor
Opal
happiness of the new arrival was
be fattening and eating all we him some good-natured chiding young sons Bert, Jr.
was presented linen placemats by Mrs. J. H. Laverenee with a beau- Smith, Herman
and Warren
Mollie Wiley, (Doris' daughter)
wanted to, like the book said, and about not coming home more
of- drove up from Clarksdale Missisthe hostesses.
who is visiting the continent this
getting more chagrined all the ten. Billy didn't bring his family sippi to take Letitia
•••••••■•••••%
and Susan
summer. Mollie arrived on the day
time that our waist measurements with him this trip, but we imagine Matthews home, after
Miss Betsy Whitesell, whose
the girls
little Phoebe Cul lin was born.
weren't going down, down, down. he'll bring them next time. The enjoyed a two week's
marriage to Roy Meade was solemvisit with
The young lady's arrival brings
Let's face it There's only one way Terrys live in St. Petersburg, Flo- us. Louise (your diarist's
nized Saturday, was the honoree
younger
nearer
Call Ds To Save
to turn back the hands of the rida.
the
arrival
from
an
extendsister) hasn't been to Fulton in
at a brunch at the Park-Terrace
scale and that's to stop eating ...
fifteen years and that was when ed absence of Bettie Louise Reed Saturday morning, tha final in a
Money On Repairs
period. And though we all talk
The Robert- Whitesells will be she and Bert brought us to Ful- who has been in Europe for more long series of parties
for the
than a year. Bettie Louise had
about it, we think that baseball leaving this week-end and
are ton to sign papers to buy the
popular bride-elect.
A
satisfied
customer In oar
better hurry home because there
will never replace the good old enjoying a "calmer" visit with News. She was much surprised
Hostesses were the members of
at
best teatimonlel. That Is
are
art of sitting down, eating and en- friends and relatives now
many
of
us
who
are
anxiously
that the progress our city has made
why we Kive you fast, effletwaiting to hear every big and lit- the Saturday Afternoon Bridge
joying it.
the lovely wedding is over. Rob- and that made us happy, too.
ent, technical service end
tle experience she witnessed in Club.
So let's forget the dieting and ert, a major in the Marine Corps,
low rates on TV repairs. U
Places were
designated by
fill up with diary doings.
looked just like a recruiting picMartha and David Doyle and seeing the fabulous wonders of dainty hand-writ
all adds-up to saving you
ten place cards.
ture in his handsome dress uni- their daughter Marianne were also far away places.
mene•!
At the bride-to-be's place was a
Betsy Whitsell's wedding to form at the wedding. Patsy (Mer- houseguests at Westwood
. You
The Robert Sangers of Hick- hostess gift, a Spode China dinner
Roy Meade Saturday afternoon ryman) is enjoying visiting with can just bet that the three
famiman and the Ward Busharts of plate in her chosen pattern.
was the occasion to meet new her kith and kin and everybody lies had the time
AnfPnr,
.T aL111.41
of their lives
Informal arrangements of gardFulton observed their joint silver
people and renew some friend- is enjoying the three Whitesell talking about the
old newspaper
wedding anniversaries by enter- en flowers with streamers of polships we've known. Glancing over children. Major Whitesell and days in Clarksdal
e, since Martha,
taining a group of their friends ished ivy and jasmine completed
to a group of interesting recep- family will be going to Quantico, Louise, Bert
and your editors
with a house party on Kentucky the decorations.
tion guests at the lovely White- Va. for his new post of duty and were all staff
members of the
Lake. Close friends of the two
sell home on Nest State Line we that's closer to home, we're hap- daily paper
For the occasion, Miss Whitethere. We didn't be30C Main Street
couples
were so happy to go over and py to report.
Phone 307
journeyed to the lake sell wore a blue cotton suit with
gin to find out everything we
speak again to the Ben Byrds of
wanted to know about all our
Charleston, Mo. with whom we
Speaking of children . . . the mutual friends. The Doylcs now
live in Long Beach. Mississippi
and David is with the Treasury
Department. They were en route
to Milwaukee for a vacation and
promised to come back this weekend to start where we left off last
Saturday and Sunday. The MatFOR YOUR
thews family left Sunday after• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
noon. Bert is advertising director
for the Clarksdale Press-Register,
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
our old Alma Mater.

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
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get ready for old sol
insure hot weather comfort

Here's a story for the "When
Our Children Make Us Smile Department." Linda (Sams) Adams
gave birth to a lovely little girl
on Sunday at the Murray Hospital. Last week when we were
returning from a visit at Kentucky Lake we stopped by to see
Linda's in-laws near Mayfield
and her father-in-law told this
story. Kenneth (Linda's husband)
was keeping the children while
Linda entered the hospital about
a week ago for the blessed event.
Her doctor dismissed her until a
later date whereupon her little
son told his grandfather: "Mom-

FANTASTIC SAVINGS...

These are just a FEW of our SPECIALS!
licKTSSON

Reg
Price

Special
Price

AFTER SHAVE LOTION - ?A or.

1.00

2 .1.00
2
.59
2
.59
2
.65

ALCOHOL RUBBING COMPOUND - Pt.

.59

At,AIN TWINS - 2 bottles

.51

100 each

BC, ACID POWOER - 4 oz.

.65

CYTAMIN MULTIPLE VITAMIN CAPSULES
_:cs
DENTURE ADHISIVE - 1% or.

2t1 2 .2.98
.63 2,. .63
.63 2
.63
.69 2
.69

tube

DENTURE CLEANSER - 61
/
2 et.
MATH - 6 at.
RESSAMIN TABLETS -for weight watchers

Ii
zenith

aurora

SENSATIONAL
BEAUTY TREATMENT
FOR YOUR HOME...

OUTSTANDING BUYS

2 for the price oil

-96's
180s
ACTION fw *TAMS FOOT-1½ or
DILAM DECIDORANT- Antiperspirant .2 or.

300 2 .3.00
548 2 .5.49
18 2.., .98
.11 2
.89

ROLL ON DECIDDIANT - Antiperspirant

-1940,.
WON 0100011ANT - 6,
5 01.

wit

RI 2
2
.57 2

.11

el MADIESIA - pt.

MAU TONE LOUON - Insect Repellent
-1% IL
PDSONAL SPRAY DEODORANT - 3 oz.

JI

Sot.

too

15

.89
.89
.57

2
.75
2
.81
Z.1.00

Reg

Sr,
Price

POISON IVY CREAM - 1

or 1,4
1 00 2 1.00
ROSEMARY BEAUTY OIL MIST- 7 oL Spray I 69 2 1.69
ROSEMARY BLUE LOTION - Pt -Is handa
& body 1 00 2 .1 00
ROSEMARY CASTILE SHAMPOO - Pt.
TOO 2 .,1.00
ROSEMARY CREAM HAIR RINSE - Pt.

2 ..1.00

1 00

ROSEMARY NAIR SPRAY - 14 cr.

169

2.1.69

ROSEMARY SHAMPOO with ECG - Pt

10.1

2 .1.00

SLEEP TABLETS - Non narcotic,
.non Mot forming -16.8 .19
SOLUTION r.r 59 - Pt andel/fa
morithwash
.19
GLYCERIN SUPPOSITORIES - 12's
ukoot or Inland
511PER FOAM LUXURY SAM - 61.

2
..89

FOR THE HOME
DuPont OUBLitiNG BATH OIL

FINESSE FOCITSOCKS

moNTAS SHACowLITE

1 Pace TUMBLER

.41

2

.89

2

SET - 15 or

800

TARTAN LIP POMADE

.35

2 .1.10
2
.35

TARTAN SUMS LOTION - 4 oz.

.80

2

plastic ',be

1 10

.98

SPECIAL SAVINGS
ADIE1111 - 1 sr - for acne, potpies

461044 co44Ceetru
ark .
ANL,
• ALUMINUM AWNINGS
Only nationaily advertised Flexalum gives you
oN those exclusive features:
•Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resists denting
•Marproof, 2-coat baked enamel finish won't rust, chip, peel or
acid
•Clean, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
•Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes
air circulation
•15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, for any style home
•Choice of 5 styles of awning for window, door,
carport, porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-MO.

Irei(

air")liermeeetplarc

•••••-•••••

Industries
II UNION CITY, TENN.,
PHONE TU-111721
SIMONS PAINT CO. IN FULTON. KY. PHONE 67

with
MARTIN-SENOUR

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
• Wirt* choice of "prettiest-le-thaw

neighborhood" colonel
• Durable,stow-weathering surface!
• Ss% cleaning ... stays nenw-fooker
lag for years I •So easy to appty I

Repaint New.
... Repay tutur
with FHA Mamie.
Takes sap to SS months to pay...Ank
Tor complete detail Da convenient
FHA loam. for hom• keprovismitaL

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church

Phone 35

1,299

OURS t
FOR
ONLY

ASPIRIN ler CHILDREN TWINS:bottles 50's
COO LIM OIL Plan - Pint
and gift smallest* gimes
or our stem midi mardune of any Mamma
2 for 1 Sole

P AT 10-BUFFET

Casserole Ensemble
with WEEK Worming Trey and Cased%

• Twn it family size decorated with
gold" "Sheaves of iheat."
• tiI snWesher.proof . oven-to-table
ware.
• Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval.
• Electric w'srmIng tray Is Lk Approved.
• Keep* food piping hot.
ONAHOPLAT AT OUR 1704111

LIQUID SWEETENER TWINS.2 bottles 25 CC.

120

.65

PACK

1.49
.31

Reg .91
Reg.

.40

2 .1.00

.21 2 to .30

PLAYING can

I Piece LUNCHEON SET

2

2

4 Plate Mats, 4 Naplias)

.88
1.69

St. Rears TRAVEL SYRINSE

1.77

St Revs POCKET WATCH - Thin model

2.69

St Regis ALARM CLOCK - New putt trcit

sheets pm

box

2.49
17

3

.69

MN
. Kids!

ea 1 71 2 .,1.29
Val /4

.49

038

1.09

Vi 1 30

MERCUROCHROME - 1 or

.33

.98
.25

MINERAL OIL Mean' - Pint

.01

.49

ROSEMARY COLOGNE - 6 oz.

.49

(taws
Reg ea

FLASHLIGHTS - TWIN

.49

.89
2 .9.00

.59
.79
.69

BATH SPONGES

LEXINGTON

ot

HiGH POTENCY VITAMINS - 924
TARTAN SUNTAN CREAM - 4 ot

ACID TWINS ICC nng - 1001

s.

COFFEE MUD

SWER

ASCORBIC

PA7

100E0 ETA ,aNERY

TERI REDSKIN PEANUTS - 14 or can

FACIAL TISSUES - AOC

patio cover

.79
5.49

CrUSONEILA [MOLE - turns

2 CELL

.69

:

St. Ruis HAIR DRYER MIT

TA

SOOTHE SKIN - TWINS -210a. Plastic
1-.1 -in hand and Our, iorir,
Vol ION

1.00

FREE!
SPACE GUN
Red Mlite and blue Sturdy cat Mori] mop ml
urn Brag Men IN 141 Tete en sten
end tel YOAII
idtsle Del Iasi

1.19

SOUTHSIDE DRUG CO.
Corner of East State Line & Broadway
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Local Scouts Initiate SC D ay With Big Camping Trip
Scout Master Charles Walker
blew his loud whistle and about
six- cars—well loaded with boys
and duffel bags—began to roll.
Each car wanted to be the first
I,, arrive at camp bet Walter
Voelpel, who took a shorter route,
arrived first \vith Grtg William Ii. Paul Westphelinm Stuart
Gayle Voele.•1„ Agatha V.wlia..1,
and the Veelpel's Chihuahua.
Eight ii thl'ir heels came Louis
, 4 Lawrel.,:e Vats!-•
'Neaks
at It t(0)
ha,
r - ,
and had Nb pi all
•
1•_ the way.
n 'lorminnt.
Withe, . •
,aorking
• *.•• camp
• with an, who
•liecte•.1 e cars to
:th the
h the
.
.
quickeir can
'ar the entire week.

By Asilthallayle Voided
• We are all familiar with V Day,
I) Day, and other special days but
on Sunday. July the fifteenth.
teen. members of Boy Scout
Troop 42 added SC Day—Scout
Canip Day! 11v one iectoct: the
yard of the Scoot Cabin was overwith seout,. scout leaders,
nt,all awaiting the "no"
an.1
Ike ..ff to the Four
s.rva'
r •
Like. The par11. nn 4
tram.eorting
hi,\yew

SPECIAL ELECTION-.! nave ((Sc)
candidate if more than alit' petitioner files. If only one petition is received there is no need
for the primary and the candidate's name shall appear on the
em her ballot.
.The variance of opinions
comes from the fart that the
law says that the vacancv shall
he filled at the next general
election where municipal officers are elected'. Paducah is
having a special election this
year to fill a- vacancy on its
city commission now filled by
appointment. The law applies
to cities of the second, third and
fourth classes. Fulton is a city
of the fourth class.
Two former city attorneys
say that Fulton is legally required to have a special election
in September according to their
of the law.
in

ly changed to another site more
tc. the liking of the scouts. The
boys "fell to" and began to pitch
their tents and unload their field
kitchens and other equipment.
Terry Willingham, also working
en the staff, arrived as a one-man
welcoming committee. Glen Exum
rti.,hed up to find someone to
to lug Thoma, Exum's great big
bunch of k.ys back to Fulton—
these keys had, in some mysterious way, found they way into
Glen's pocket. Jerry 'Elliott. camp
sanitary officer, arrlseed to distribute the necessary supplies.
.1-11.1 flagsdnle haa set up
the health tent and'was busily
check , in each boy lor physical
fit lit'

Miss Betsy Whitesell Becomes Bride
Of Roy Meade In Lovell/ Ceremony

According to routine the boys
prepare their own meals after the
materials are brought from the
comissary—this was Terry Willingham's job. •
Life became quite exciting after dark when a severe electrical
and rain storm descended on the
camp site. Two of the boys hoisted their duffel bags to the end of
their cots and peacefully watched
theanin flow through their tents.
The others made make-shift arrangements. According to the
boys, they were told not to dig
any ditches on the camp site but
ditches were dug to take off the
water and the boys MIA said
ditches the next morning.
The scouts got down to serious

HCSPITAL NEWS

business on Monday morning as
each scout was expected to sign
up for classes leading to scout
merit badge. These classes Include
archery, marksmanship, canoeing,
rowing, pioneering, leathercraft,
metalcraft and possibly Others.
Wednesday is one of the big
nights at camp; this is guest night.
Around five o'clock cars, loaded
with parents and friends, began to
arrive. From Fulton there were
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hancock,
(Harry who is assistant Scout
Master, had been at the camp
ngel
through Monday) and Ed
(also an assistant Scold Master,
who had taken over on Tuesday,)
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis McAllister,
I Continued on page six)

WELFARE—
(Continued front page one)

Sandra Sisson, Richard Foy Gossum
Exchange VowsIn Lovely Ceremony
Miss Sandra Anne Sisson, dau- She wore a street length dress of
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Stanford jonquil yellow chiffon and carSisson of Cuba, and Richard Foy ried a bouquet of white carnaGossum, son of Mr. and Mrs. tions with yellow ribbon streamNathan Gossum of Water Valley, ers. Her accessories were gold
exchanged wedding vows in a and white.
lovely candelight ceremony at the
The bridesmaid was Miss Vicki
Cuba Church of Christ at 2 p. m. McClendon, who wore a dress itf
Saturday afternoon, July 21, 1962. yellow organdy. Her circular veil
Brother Harvey Elder perform- attached to a matching yellow
ed the double - ring ceremony be- rose. Other accessories were white.
Miss Ronda McClendon was the
fore the alter.
Candles were lighted by Tom- junior bridesmaid and wore a
my,Sisson and Kenneth Gossum, yellow organdy dress with a
yellow-centered
of
brothers of the bride and groom. headpiece
A program of nuptial music white daisies.
preceded the ceremony.
Both bridesmaids carried noseThe bride, entering on the arm gays of white carnations with
of her father, wore a gown of re- yellow ribbon.
embroidered Venetian lace over
Little Miss Nana Kathryn Rustaffeta created by Alfred Angelo. sell of Carbondale, Illinois, was
designed
was
fitted
bodice
The
the flower girl. She wore a,. yelwith a Sabrina neckline that low organdy dress and carried a
plunged to a deep V in the back. nosegay of featured white carnaThe bouffant skirt, poised over tions accented with yellow ribhoops, flowed gracefully into a bon.
chapel train.
Attending the groom as best
The bride's butterfly veil of man was his father Nathan Gosatimported 'silk illusion was
sum. Ushers were Kenneth GosWelled to a crown of pearl flow-K-sum and Tommy Sisson.
wa
ers. The bride's only jewelry
the
following
Immediately
an heirloom pearl lavaliere.
cereinony a reception was given
She calided a bouquet of white by the bride's parents. Assisting
feathered. carnations centered in serving were Mrs. Bobby Mcwith a Atithlte orchid and enhanced Clain, Mrs. Jimmy Baker and
with Efiglish ivy and white ribbon Mrs. Joe Stone, Jr.
streamers.
The couple left on an unanMiss Sally Caldwell, cousin of flounced wedding trip following
the bride, was the maid of honor, the reception.

to the permanently and totally
disabled $59.09 a month.
were
persons
following
The
Each of the. a av 'rage payments
hosFulton
three
aints in the
would be increased $4.57 a month,
pitals on Wednesiay morning:
starting in October, under the
new federal legislation
FULTON HOSPITAL
Congress' passage ot 'i bill
Mrs. Archlie was an action eagerly
Arlie Robey,
. awaited
Hornsby. Mrs. Sam Jackson, Mrs. by a number of states which had
Daisy Grads, L. ('. Logan, R. C. gambled their own funds on apReed, Mrs. Don Braswell, Mrs. proval of the measure.
Bruce White. Mrs. Dick Meacham
Senate passage by voice vote
and baby, all of Fulton; Louis came after the House passed it by
Burke, Fulton, Route .3; Mrs. Ru- a lopsided 357-to-34 roll call.
eert Phelps, Fulton. Route 2;
The compromise measure gave
Harold Beard. Mrs. A. W. Burgess, Kennedy much of what he asked
Also Hicks, all of Fulton, Route to bolster programs aimed at re1: Mrs. P. L. Curtin, Mrs. Robert habilitating families and getting
Martin, Mrs. Johnny Hammlin and them off relief rolls. However, the
son, Mrs. R. T. Henley, Mrs. M. legislators added a perennial ConA. Armbruster, all of Clinton; C. gressional favorite—an increase in KIDS—
(Continued /row page cmei
E. Underwood, Union City, Route the federal grants for the relief
I; Neal Little, Crutchfield; Mrs. programs—which the AdminisThe Jaycees will be giving
night.
George Wright and baby, Arling- tration did not support.
away a brand-new Ford Fairlane
Come to the
ton; Mrs. Jap Boaz, Water ValThe legislation, providing stepRoute 1; Mrs. Jim Gore, Win- ned-up federal aid to State wel- 500 automobile at that time.
ley,
TEACHERS— .
:to, Route 1; Harry Bushart, Mar- fare systems, would revive some Tickets are free and can be pick(continued from Parte one)
tin, Route 4: Mr. and Mrs. Hobart programs that expired June 30 ed up at many of the downtown
Stafford, Dresden ,Rote 4; Mrs. while the measure was entangled stores in Fulton. Winner must be
Streeter, are Mrs. Georg.. Alley,
C. M. Hornsby, Mrs. H. A. Roper. in the fight over medical care for present.
Catherine Bennett. Mrs. Joe BenBesides these special events,
Fred Clark, Tom Holland, Dar- the aged. However, some states
nett. Mrs. Louise Buckingham,
lene Duty and John Hagan, all of have continued the programs, ex- the fair will also feature a giganWilliam L. Cottrell, Nancy FaulkHickman; Mrs. Aeiful McClain, -pectins Congress to eventually pass tic Merchandise Mart with over
ner. Mary Forsee. Mildred Her•INS AIR CONDITIONED
40 booths sponsored by local and
the bill.
Dukedom.
ring. Laverne B. !lissom. Marry
A key feature is a $4-a-month area merchants. Most of these
— King. Jeff Lester, Mrs.• Mildred
• FREE PARKINS
increase—effective October 1— booth-sponsors will be giving
More, and Wilna Wilson. Albert
JONES HOSPITAL
in federal matching funds to the away free prizes each night of
!lose is janitor.
White.
Tom
Mrs.
Aldridge,
Gerald
• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
states for each recipient of old- the fair.
Terry Norman School will be
Mrs. Seldon Peeplt s. Tom Hale, C.
There will also be a Community
age assistance and help to the
I t•iided by Pauline Thompson.
Mrs.
Shaw,
IA•la
Mrs.
A. Patrick,
• 1 FINE RESTAURANTS
Clubs Exhibition, where the ladblind and disabled.
Other teachers are Ruth D. BonMr. and Mrs. Roy Meade
George Webb, Mrs Robert Hanies may enter their "culinary dedurant. Mrs. J. P. MeClay. and
Mac
Mrs.
Fulton;
• CHILDREN UNDER It FREE
of
all
cock,
lights" as well as their needleKathryn Williamson.. The janitor
TOTS TO REIGN!
In one of the outstanding weddings of the season, Scearce, Cayce.
enter
may
Farmers
art.
and
work
Thomas.
is Cv
• !SOO FEET FROM MEMPHIS•
Several entries have already
,Whitesell became the bride of Roy Meade on
dairy and beef cattle and hogs in
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• The Milton Scrool ptire•ipal it'ill Miss I3etsj
been received for the third annual
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
the Livestock Exhibition. Judging
be Cecil Matidox, Jr. Ella Hart. Saturday afternoon the twenty first of July, nineteen
Val- Tiny Tot Revue to be held at the
Anderson,
Water
Roy
Mrs.
will be done in each class and
• COMPLETELY REMODELED
Mrs. Hugh Jackson, and Dorothy hundrd and sixty two. The impressive ceremony was
ley: Mrs. Dave Winfrey, Mrs. Ken-Tenn Fair August 14. Chil- prizes totaling over $1000 will be
Viet( will teach the grades. Henry
four
the
dren
of
Hale,
ages
between
thirty
Joyce
Miss
four
Redmond.
Flora
at
Church
solemnized at the First Methodist
awarded to the winning owners.
Hose is the Janitor. •
William Pillow. Mrs. J. L. Gore, through leven are eligible. WinFulton City Schools are one oflo'clock with the Reverend W. T. Barnes, minister of the
The midway will be handled
Phil- ners will reign over Kids Day at
Tony
Mrs.
Williams,
Della
the few systems in the state with
double ring service. The lips and baby, Mrs. Donald Via the Fair. More information can be this year by Harper Amusements
a
using
and
officiating
church
100 per cent enrollment of its
many popular
B. White- and baby, Mrs Nelson Shelby, all gotten from Mrs. Ralph Puckett at and will feature
teachers in the National Education bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
rides and all the fair "goodies"
2172 or Mrs. Guy Earle.
Water
Russell,
Hess
Fulton;
of
Association.
that the kids and grown-ups love
sell: the groom is the son of Mrs. Stephen Lee Meade of Valley; Mrs. Tina McWhorter.
such as taffy apples, cotton candy,
Mr. Meade.
late
the
and
Kansas
Mission,
R.
J.
Daniel,
Mrs.
John
Clinton;
Shawnee
EARTH
SHAKING!
eLERICAI: STU1)ENT!
snowcones, and Popcorn. The
Mrs.
Valley;
Water
Satterfield,
Earth tremors shobk Lake and
Daphne Diane Misher is one of
have a ConThe altar was beautifully deco-_
W. H. Heath iind baby, Martin; Dyer counties in West Tennessee Jaycettes will also
66 persons who will graduate
cession booth where they will sell
green and groom wore a dress of orchid silk Mrs. Kenneth Tibbs and baby, early Monday morning,
traditional
the
in
rated
packing sandwiches and cold drinks.
Friday. July 27, from the West
late Numerous candelabra held linen with deep neckline and Dukedom.
their biggest wallop in the DyersKentucky Vocational School, PaAdmission prices this year will
HOOKS
STKWANT
•rOTT
accessories
Her
sleeves.
bracelet
tapers.
white
t,,,I
burg
area.
No
damage
was
report- be $.75 per day Monday through
She majored in Clerical
!ALM&
14.• C.
WORLD'
white.
HELLO
were
in
ed
the
heavy
tremors.
I'ractice.
Friday ,and $1.00 on Saturday.
As the guest- arrived James
Mr. and Mi s. Kenneth Tibbs of
HOME OR THE FAMOUS
Following the ceremony the Dukedom are the proud parents of
There will be no season tickets
Reed. organist. gave a program of
TO PARRIS ISLAND!
sold.
nuptial music. He used the tradi- parents of the bride entertained a baby bog born at 7:15 a. m. •
The first annual fair, held in
ti.mal wedding marches from with a reception-at their suburban Monday. July 23, at Hillview Hos, Sgt. Donald Joe Parton, who
-1,ohengrin" — Wagner. and home. The tiered wedding cake pital. He weLhed six pounds and recently returned from a year's 1961, was a big success with peotour of duty in Japan, left last ple coming from many miles
Dream" - was topped with ,a cluster of wed- five ounces,
Mid S••mmer
week for special training at Re- around to view the spectacle. The
Mendellsohn, for the processional ding bells with tulle and lilies of
ti valley. An heirloom punch
cruiter's School at Parris Island, 1962 edition should be even betand recessional.
•
IT'S A BOY!
I•I•1 ice was lis‘d. Assisting at the
,
PHONE 1 2
An eight-pit Ind baby boy was South Carolina. His wife and ter, since the Jaycees are no
was given in ieception were Mrs. Robert PeterTIR. bride,.who
to Mr. and Mrs. Tony Phil- daughter will remain in Fulton longer "green" in the art of
born
a
wore
I ItIDAT & sATCRDAY
father.
her
by
marriaite
son, Mrs. Herbie Hunt, Mrs. Wilstaging a fair and they have made
FEATURING
of Fulton on Tuesday night, for a visit with relatives.
lips
of
wedding
gown
handsome
niost
and Mrs. William
TWO BIG HITS
many improvements over last
_ ,•,[1(051 BROM° SPEGIA.LUES
July 24. at 9.59 p. in. He was
de'
,
Via
gown
The
Lace.
Venire
Fair
On
Aug.
.1imF°ssett'
13-18
year.
Hospital.
IN - TECHNICOLOR!
born at Hillview
with lace bodice which
joined the bell shaped shirt with a Byars.Early. in the evening Mr. and
IT'S A GIRL!
lute chiffon eimirm•rhund. Her Mrs. Meade left for a wedding
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Herth are
•litiolder length sa.il of imported trip. Mrs. Meade was wearing a
proud parents of an eightillusion was held in place by a beige linen sheath printed in vivid the
born
lace as tropical design. Her large hat was pound, four-ounce baby girl
11,:ide of th. •
•
July
gown. She carried a natural straw and her accessories at 12:30 a. m. Wednesday.
weilding
coLow r.De LUXE
25, at Hillvit w Hospital.
• mail cascade botiqu!..t of white were also natural.
rose buds with sprays of English
ivy
(()
, the
Dorothy Rogers wa.
Mi
maid of honor, the bridesmaids
were `Mrs. • Robert D. Whitesell
and Mrs. Hunter Byrd Whitesell,
AND PLANTING NEEDS
skim in-law of the bride. The
attendants wore identical • dresses
Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
of silk linen designed with slee;eless Jots' necked bodice and bell
All Kinds of Ferry Morse flower and garden Seed
shaped skirt. Dior bows. of -the
silk were worn In the hair and
si awl's sUNDAY
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer
the tarried nosegays of yellow
it‘ti a . The honor attendant's
WILLIAM
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
dress was sapphire blue, Mrs.
i ER
gardens and trees
l f
if
PAl
•OLIA
LT
llobei • Whitesell's dress was gold
PERLBER6 RATONP,I.cao,
Iand Mrs. Hunter Whitesell's dress
WE ARE READY to clean your fescue and clover.
As Always, the best deals in town are "Taylor Made" at
was,emerald green. Their shoes
Our plant is approved for cleaning seed for
matched their dresses.

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

BELL TAVERN

777

ilACA

LAMP

GARDEN SUPPLIES

YIEBRYNNER
\violet

TAYLOIrCHEVROLET
BUICK HAS THE

WOW

mud

COUNTERFEIT

TIMM "A MUST!
...I HEADriVISIEI FOR
DOSE WHO
LIST TO LOVE r
--FREW YORK
SlitS

1 GRIFFITH rfOINKOLOR*
Pa•
•

t51.0.
NWAAI Pf,
G1 NATO*.
.
• -1 ontiri by 610A
•orataiss011ibef
--

Lillian Whitesell, niece of the
bride was the flower girl. Hunter
II. Whitesell, Jr.. nephew, was the
ing bearer.
Major Robert D. Whitesell, b7olher of the bride, served the
t4room as best man. Groomsmen
were Hunter Byrd Whitesell, also
itrother of the bride and James
ushers were
Armstrong, The
Jerry Fields Atkins and Benjamin
Byrd aloore, cousin of the bride.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Whitesell wore a 'handsome
sheath. drestrof-pink-embroidered'
linen. Her accessories were white
and she wore a cynbidium orchid
corsage.
Mrs. Meade, mother of the

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK IN FULTON

certification.
WE ALSO HAVE Chlordane and Aldrin and ALL
KINDS OF DUSTS for bugs, ants, lice, blight, blue
mold, etc.
NOW is the time to side dress with ammonium
nitrate; Side dress Nitrate of Soda on your Corn
and Cotton.

Many makes and models to choose from: most of these cars have
been traded by good owners and have had careful attention and service. We have sold a number of cars since our ad came out last week,
but have several more on hand. By all means come to our lot and let
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ACMS.cifid Sons
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602

S.. Ellis Heathcock—Aubrey Taylor — Barney Speight or
Dan Taylor for the BEST DEAL in town.
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WANTED: A GAG WRITER
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Construction Of
Housing Units
Begin In Hickman

three sites in the east section of
WELCOME TRACEY!
Page 5
The Fulton News, Thursday, July 26, 196:
Hickman, according to E. E. PowMr.
and Mrs. Vcrnell Myers,
ers, Hickman's new Municipal
FEELING BETTER!
now of Northville, Michigan, and
Housing Director.
YOUNG SPEAKER!
Johnny Sharp is in satisfactory I
Judy Browning, director e
It is hoped that the units will former residents of Fulton county. are the proud parents of a six condition following surgery on his Christin Education at the Firbe ready for occupancy May 1,
pound baby girl, Tracy.J0 Myers. hand at the Illinois Central
Niethinlit Church. was the prirt
1963.
in Chicago. His room num- cipal
born June 28. The grandpaAnts
at tin, general meet
Grading for construction Of
are Mr. and Mrs. Willis Atte- ber is 315.
WSCS Nlonday.
•
iiiclanan's
Housing
Units is
Fanfare At Fairtime
berry of Crutchfield and Mr. and
_ .
scheduled to begin Atigtist 1 on
Get In The Fair Fare
Mrs. Claude Brockwell of Fulton.
11-18
Fair On
ire At Fairtime
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Just Heat and Serve! Save on the Low Price Too!
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

SEMI:BONELESS

losewith
Ruswas
yeled a
marib-

No Center
SHANK CUT
Off HERE

best
GosGosthe
iven
ding
Mcand
nanwing

Slices Rcmoved
WHOLE
OR
HA'F

ALL SKIN
REMOVED

lb.

SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

The Kentucky State Fair is seeking a budding "gag" writer in a
novel cartoon caption contest announced this week.
Prizes for the %s inning entry will be a U. S. Savings Bond, box
seats for one performance of the Tommy Steiner Championship
Rodeo starring "Ho.ss" and "Ben Cartwright" of TV "Bonanza" fame,
dinner for two at the beautiful Savarin Restaurant on the fategrounds and tickets for a family at any one of all tour racing- events
at the Fairgrounds Motor Speedway during the 1962 Kentucky State
Fair, Sept. 7-15. The races will be held on Fridays and Saturdays
during the Fair.
Contest rules are simple. Entrants need only to Jot down a caption for the above cartoon. The caption should be 15 words or less.
Entries should be mailed to "Cartoon Contest", State Fair. P. 0. Box
17067. Louisville 17, Ky.
The contest will close on Aug. 27, 1982.

DEATHS
Carl T. Murphy
A Hickman towboat employe,
Carl T. Murphy, 41, died Sunday
night. July 22, in a St. Louis hospital as a result of burns suffered
July 4 in an explosion in the
engine room of a towboat on
which he was employed.
Murphy was immediately hospitalized with second degree burns
over 60 percent of his body. He
was placed on the critical list.
The towboat, $Wned by the
West Kentucky Lumber Company was damaged by the blaze,
but it remained afloat. Crew
members had been cutting timber
on an island to take back to
Hickman.
Murphy was a timber buyer
and supervisor for the West Kentucky Lumber Company and had
been an employe of the company
for two years
The body was returned to Hickman for funeral services and
burial.

Bea Lillie Will
Return To Broadway
New York — For —her next
Broadway workout. Beatrice Lillie
will play two roles in the musicat
"Captain Isabelle."
A play within a play. the show
is to display Miss Lillie as a sea
captain of 1870 and as her own
great-aunt.
Franklin Lacey, collaborator
with Meredith Willson on the
book for "The Music Man," has
composed the score, lyrics, and
dialogue.
Miss Lillie has been absent from
Broadway since 1958, when she
succeeded
Greer
Carson
in
"Auntie Mame."
POOL AVERAGE $3,680
New York — The average price
of a residential swimming pool in
the United States is about $3,600.
Pool construction last year cost
$600,000,000.

BUTTER USE SINKS
Chicago — Per capita use of
butter from commercial sources
dropped to 6.2 pounds in the
United States last y?.ar compared
with 6.7 pounds in 1960 and 17
pounds yearly between 1935 and
Floyd William McMillin, 61,
1939.
Illinois Central ditcher engineer
for many years, died at 4:30 p. in.
17,000 CLIMB FUJI
Saturday. July 21, at Jones hosFuji, Japan—More than 17,000
pital, following an extended illpersons took advantage of nearness.
perfect weather Sunday and
He was born October 8, 1900
in Fulton County. Kentucky, the climbed 12,394-foot Mount Fuji.
This, was the most ever to climb
son of Daniel G. and Nancy Moore
the peak in a single day.
McMillin. He was married to Miss
Onie Aleen Kyle in East St. Louis
in 1923.
U. S. VEHICLE CLIMB
Survivors include his wife, Mts.
Washington — Altoegther, 75,Onie Kyle McMillin: two sons,
Bobby McMillin of Crutchfield, 846,532 motor vehicles are regBradley McMillin of Detroit; a istered in the United States. The
daughter. Mrs. Sue Jackson of figure is expected to reach 79,HaieI Park, Mich.; a brother, Roy 000,000 this year.
McMillin of Martin and two sisters, Mrs. Oscar Fortner of Warren, Mich., and Mrs. Cecil Mason
of Martin. Eight grandchildren,
Patricia, Timothy, Gary, Carol,
Michael, Stephen McMillin, Judith
Lynn and Joyce Ann Jackson, also
survive.
Services were at 2 p. m. Tuesday at the Hornbeak funeral
chapel with Rev. J. F. McMinn
officiating. Interment was in
Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Active pallbearers were his
nephews. James, Donald, Tom,
Dickie, J. D. and Billie McMillin.

Floyd W. McMillin

SICK MAN!
W. R. (Dick) Hughes entered
the Illinois Central Hospital in
Chicago Sunday for a few days
treatment.
WINNERS!
Mrs. J. R. Hogan and Mrs. Gilson Latta were high scorers last
week at the meeting of the Union
City Duplicate Bridge Club. Several other Fulton
women attended.

How to liven up
potato salad

Just mix it with hiMack Sandwich
Spread!Kraft makes this tasty spread
by adding special relishes to a creamy,
meaty dreaming. Great on bead lettuce.
too. Try ttl
MiMete

Sandwich Spread

Weiners 490 2
Bacon(
2 '„-` 99(
79c Bacon(
Whiting lb. 17o)
5 79c Cornish Hens
39c
Sugar Wafers
35(
Cherry Pie
' Corn
7 950
45nish 39c A 8t P Tuna Light
Nut Ring
26".55C
Chiffon Cake(:::Toa.) 49c Preserves
3
Rye Bread 2 35c Cherries zdt.Sdc690
29c
Morto
n's
Pies
Puffin
59c
Cheese cs ha
BISCUITS
WATERMELONS
49c
CANTALOUPES
4 79c
Grapes
EXCESS FAT
REMOVED

AITCH ION!
OR PELVIC BONI
REMOVED

PLI bg 89

ALL GOOD SLICED

All

CANADIAN STYLE—Whole or End P,ece
oecnetelrbC8
u9
tc )
Lb.

Super Right
)
Good
Fancy, lb. 59c

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

FROZEN OCEAN FISH

Lb

Jane Parker Baked Goods

SAVE 14c

1-Lb.
Box

Holland

AvifthPit roeraGmoISdte
y ins
White

la

Da

Cans
16-01.

Save

ioc)
Ea

Pastry

Cans

Style

Ann Page Pure
Strawberry, Red Raspberry
or Blackberry

Ea

I 4.b. 100
Jan I

..m.m..m.m.m.•••••••••

in

1L*L:ebs

P8i.aalodi

Frozen

Peach, Cherry,
Apple or

(
:
So
l
)22-0
:.
1

(Wlscon
Aged )Lb.

Sweet
Red

6 49,
READY TO BAKE

Ea.

CANS
OF 10

Calif.
36 Size____—

F°r

Corn yswortow
12 Ears 57c I White or Red
PLUMS or
Choice
Strawberries VAT. 1.00 I NECTARINES
Your

Nabisco
M'mallows
RITZ CRACKERS Soft Weve
Northern
Northern

Bath Room
Tissue

1-LB.
BOX

36'

Luncheon
Napkins .___

Bath Room
Tissue

Pepsodent Tooth Paste

57'

12c Off) Economy
Size Tube
Pock
(5-0z.)

(

Scollies

2
01;k
2as
oo
TF711

Scotkins

25c
2Ras 270
2pkgs. 270
4R370

Kraft
101
/
2-0z.
Miniature Bag

27c

of 80

pkgs

2Pokf% 350

29c

Scott Tissue
BATH ROOM

4

Rolls

53c

Cut Rite
Wax Paper
128-Ft
Roil LI

Waldorf

9
0

of 400
4

Lb.

BATH ROOM TISSUE

2'"69°
4 Rolls

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, JULY 28

.111•1M1

Stripe Tooth Paste
Alititnt
3.25-0z.
Tube

10cOff
Pack

Tender Leaf
Tea Bags
x
1°°)
011

Lachoy

Chop Suey
BEEF

go go

oBo48
f
3
3
°

dexo
, Shortening

3Ca.67°

43'

Ntar
1

CHICKEN

53c I NL:13 59c

BALL REGULAR

Fruit Jars
VAC. SEAL CAPS
Dog.
Pte.

Si
"
'
"
$11 29

VII GMAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, NIL

p„. flood Stores
NM.

AMERICA'S DEPINDAILI HMO MIRCNANT

Crisco
Shortening
3

ca

Lb.

850

1 Pillsbury Cake Mix —
('hocolate, Yellow, White.
Orange, Spice or Double
Dutch Devil Food.
PKG. - - 37e

SUNSHINE

STRI ETMANN

Scott Towels
White

2

Or
Rolls
Colors
BIG ROLL 7ii-x11*

41

YUKON CLUB

!Crispy Crackers Zesta Crackers— DRINKS
16-07.
Box294
I"L
°
Bost 29

6 CANS 49c

330

mother had brought along a box
of home made brownies. One
scout — and Eagle at tisat — comparticipants and for the guests. missioned a mother to tell his
BOY SCOUTS—
Stars
the
and
bugler
camp
The
(Continued From page one)
mother that he had not lost her
and Stripes being lowered caused
Mrs Charles Walker, Stephen everyone to pause to consider the "flip-flops" yet!
At eight o'clock the scouts and
Walker, Mrs. James Cheatham, blessings of American Citizenship.
Mrs. Hubert Stone, Mrs. Kathryn and to thank Our Heavenly Fath- the guests assembled at the camp
Willingham. Mrs. Walter Voelpel, er for a country where young boys fire site for the stunt program.
Carolyn Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Mose can be trained in reverence, citi- Freshly hewn logs made rough
Foster, Roma Foster, Mrs. Ed zenship and manhood. Followin sitting but they were to be preTinge], Bob Engel, and Louis the lowering of the flag, a new ferred to the grass and possible
Weaks who has spear-headed the American flag, which has flown chiggers and mosquitos. The most
Scout Program in Fulton for over the Nation's Capitol, was spectacular incident was the lightnany years and who is now presented to the Four Rivers ing of the camp fire by a "fire'hairman of Cub Pack 40 and As- Council as a gift from Senator ball" being shot into the waiting
;istant Scout Master for Troop Frank A. Stubblefield. The flag logs from a very tall tree. The
42. The four boys from Fulton was presented by Mr. Martin. a legend of the camp site was enacted. The several stunts executwho were . on the staff were scout'official from Paducah.,
ed by each troop were original
everywhere at once helping to
troop 'at camp covets the
Each
as well as entertaining. In closing
give directions and park cars.
possession of the "coup stick"
the program Mr. Johns spoke
Exactly at five-thirty the boys
presented at the close of
is
which
briefly of Scouting and the camp
prom the four troops at the canlp
day to the troop having the
the
program. He outlined the long
marched to the flag pole area in
camp site. The Fulton
cleanest
range plans of the Four Rivers
ierfect marching formation and
42 boys were the proud
Troop,
in full uniform. ReCouncil for improving the camp
. •esplendent
possessors of the "coup stick" for
reat is one of the most stirring
site and for expanding the camp
and were awarded it
Tuesday
program to serve more boys and
experiences at the camp for the
again for Wednesday.
more troops.
Following the ceremonies a wild
Shirtly after nine the guests bid
dash was made for Elbert Johns,
Scout Executive, who was serving the scouts goodnight and began
his famous barbecued chicken. the car-trek home. Guest night
His helpers finished off the plates and the scout camp richly deby adding tossed salads, potato serves the attendance, cooperaA Is Makes and Models .
sticks and ice cream. This is the tion ,and support of the parents
•
only meal during the week which of every boy at camp.
StOTOROLA
On Thursday night the cerethe scouts do not cook for themSales and Service
monies of the Order of the Arrow
selves.
During the leisure period be- were conducted at 7:30. The scouts
tween supper and the camp'fire are all in full dress uniform. An
the parents visited the boys at Indian runner of the Order of the
their camp sites. Some of the Arrow'comes to each camp site.
mothers busily exchanged clean The troop members, lead by the
Ill lake St.
Phone
clothing for soiled clothing—one runner, then walk, single file to
the camp fire site. Each boy carries a lighted torch. This procession is silent except for the sound
of the Indian bells which the runner wears. It was estimated that
there was a mile of torches on
Thursday night. When the troop
members have arrived at the site
they form a large, silent circle
After the members of the Order
of the Arrow have finished the
traditional Indian Dance the
dancers flash outward and crack
each new candidate of the Order
over the shoulder. After the ceremony is finished each new candidate speaks to no one; he takes
his bed roll and rows in a canoe
to the island about one and a half
miles from the lake shore and
there he spends the night. Among
the candidates for this order
were two Fulton bays, Barry
Adams from the explorer post and
Charles Mark Allen, a scout.
!DRAM WALKER 8 SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 36 PROOF
The regular camp activities are
continued until Saturday morning
when classes will be finished and
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Wade Television

44WALKER
2

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH!

Former Fulton Pastor To Speak
July 29 At Christian Church
Dr. 0. James Sowell, for seven
years a member of the administrative staff of Texas Christian
University. will speak at Fulton
Christian Church, July 29, at the
11:00 a. m. service.
Dr. Sowell is a native of southwest Kentucky and was reared in
Fulton County near Hickman.
and in June, 1923 ,was called to
the pastorate of Fulton Christian
Church. At that time he was the
youngest minister in a major pul-

New Coach Picked
To Head Falcons
In 1962-63 Season
Charles E. Tabor, a native of
Marion, has been named head
basketball coach at Hickman
County High School, according to
Superintendent Dentis McDaniel
of Clinton.
Tabor graduated from Murray
State College in 1958 and has been
teaching-and coaching in a suburb
of Minneapolis. Minnesota for the
pas two years.
In addition to coaching basketball, Tabor will teactk a mathematics course and will coach the
Falcon baseball team.

High School Writing Contest Topic Is,
"What I Can Do For My Country"

The Ladies Auxiliary to the
Veterans of Foreign Wars announced today the opening of its
28th annual National High School
Writing Contest. The topic will be
"What I Can Do For My Country."
The writing contest, first started in 1935 ,is intended to put before the student some problem of
patriotism, citizenship or similar
topic about which he must study
and learn in order to write the
essay.
During the last school year
some 40,000 students wrote on the
the
contest topic, "America
Beautiful - How Long Without
Clean Water?" The U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare supplied students with
free kits of background readings
on water and the importance of
Harry (Jack) Roberts of Clin- p011ution control, and awarded to
ton has announced his candidacy each state winner a special cerfor reelection to the position of tificate. Dr. Albert E. Burke,
Commonwealth's Attorney or the Cheshire ,Conn.. an authority on
First Judicial District of Ken- conservation and world affairs,
lucky. His term expires next served as chairman of the national judges.
year.
Students in all public, private
Roberts, who operates a farm
near Columbus, where he lives, and parochial high schools are
served as county attorney of eligible to enter the contest. NaHickman County for 12 years be- tional prizes are: First, $1,00 cash;
fore receiving the Circuit Court second, $500; third, $250; fourth,
appointment. He was born in ,100 and gold medals, and 20
Hickman County ,where five gen- other cash awards for honorable
erations of the family have lived, mention. State and local contest
and was educated at Texas Chris- winners receive additional Auxitian University and University of liary awards which vary with the
"
Kentucky, where he received his community.
law degree in 1942.
Further information on the
He has been practicing law in 1962-63 contest may be obtained
Clinton since that time.
from local Auxiliary units, or by
In 1956 Roberts served as dis- writing to the Contest Departtrict governor of Rotary Inter- ment, V. F. W. Auxiliary, 406
national. He also has held all lo- West 34th Street, Kansas City
cal offices in the Rotary Club.
11, Mo.
The judicial district covers four
Auxiliary members annually
Fulton.
Carlisle
counties—Graves,
give more than three million doland Ballard .
and more than six million
Since he took office, Roberts lars,
volunteer service for
has waged a steady campaign to hours, to
veterans, community
rid the court docket of old cases. hospitalized
service, American programs, assistance ot youth groups, civil defense and legislation benefiting
veterans and their families. Members are the wives, mothers, sisters, daughters, granddaughters
and widows of veterans who have
served overseas in the U. S. armed

pit in the Christian Church Brotherhood.
Dr. Sowell has been included in
"Who's Who in America" since
1937. Currently he is included in
"Who's Who in American Education." He has had a very colorful
and successful ministry in Oklahoma, California, and Texas.
The sermon subject for Sunday
morning will be, "Living in These
Days!" The public is cordially invited to attend the service.

Robert Announces
For Re-Election
To Attorney Post

the boys will have added new
merit badges to their sashes. The
last meals will be cooked, the duffle bags will be packed, tents will
come down and shortly after noon
the scouts will steal away but not
silently as did the Arabs of ancient lore. They will welcome the
parents who will be there to bring
them home to baths, soft beds, air
conditioners, and meals the boys
will not be cooking. The 1962
scout camp will be history and
the scouts, looking quite a bit like
the red-skin Indians who once
walked these trails and pitched
their tents ,will begin to plan
other field trips and another scout
camp in 1963.
The Fulton Troop 42 boys returned home with 40 merit badges, 8 pre-marlonanship medals, I
marlcrnanship medal, 8 Paul Bunyan awards, 4 awards for one
the
A gala celebration and "Welmile swimmers, One Order of
Stick" come Horne" ceremony will be in
Arrow award ,and 2 "Coup
out- store for Company L, Clinton's
awards, which constitutes an
Reserve company now stationed
standing record.
at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, when
they arrive in Clinton Friday,
August 10.
The celebration has been planned for 2 p. in. on the Court
Square in Clinton. only hours before the company members are
relieved 'from active duty at midnight that day.
Several Fulton men are includde in the Reserve Company.

Clinton Reservists
Can Expert Huge
Welcome Home Party

NEW LOCATION

Now in our new building in THE HIGHLANDS on the east side of the Foy Motor Court lake.
JUST OF THE BY-PASS.

PLENTY'OP PARKING SPACE
3•--*- NO DOWNTOWN "CONGESTION"
If you are driving to Fulton via US 51, the Middle Road or West State Line, saves miles and minutes and avoid downtown traffic. We are reached in a minute or so via the Highlands by-pass.

Jaycettes Elect
New Secretary
Mrs. James Needham was chosen as the new secretary of the
Fulton Jaycettes last week. She
fills the position recently vacated
by Mrs. Bobby Bennett.
Other plans .discussed at the
regular meeting last Wednesday
included those for the Tiny Tot
Revue and the Jaycette Concession Stand at the Ken-Tenn Fair
The Revue will be held on Tuesday ,August 14, the official opening date of the fair.

forces, or women who have themselves had overseas service.

SERVICE NOTES
MEDITERRANEAN— Bobby T.
Waggoner, interior communications electrician third class, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs.James Waggoner Rt. 2, Wingo, Ky., departed
the area around Corfu, Greece,
and Taranto. Italy, on June 26,
aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Independence.
The Independence spent a week
anchored in the area while crewmembers visited both ports. Taranto is the home of the Italian
Navy and Corfu is one of Greece's
main tourist attractions.
The Independence is operating
in the Mediterranean as a unit of
the Sixth Fleet, the Navy's major
operational force in the Kiddie
East.
The carrier is scheduled to return to Norfolk ,Va., in the early
fall.
SHEPPARD AFB, Tex—Airman Third -Class Robert D. Russell of Wingo, Ky., is being reassigned to Langley AFB, Va., following his graduation from the
United States Air Force technical
training course for in-flight refueling operators here.
Airman Russell received instruction in the mechanics and
operation of in-flight refueling
equipment.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Russell of Route 2, Wingo, the airman is a graduate of Cuba, Ky.
High School. He is married to the
former Loretta F. Williams of
Route 3, Fulton, Ky.

F., pc.
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HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.
Bardstown, brisOn County, Xyrtrucky

Used, Refinished Refrigerators
Original units

Look like new

All carry a 12-month guarantee!

g

•

s

..jr 1.•
yr

Smoke House Liquor Store
HIGHLANDS BY-PASS

FULTON, KY.

COOLERATOR (Freezer unit across top)$89.50
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a
this — with extra for.mijls potency to support a positive sense
of we41-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

FRIGIDAIRE,

Copper-tone finish

$79.50

LEONARD

$62.50

GENERAL ELECTRIC

$67.50

KELVINATOR

$59.50

GERIATRIC
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

in

ch.

KELVINATOR.(Freezer unit across top)$8950

and the Same Courteous Service from
L. C. "DOC" ADAMS at the

te

hi

Make your purchases from the privacy of your car at our drive-in window. Fast — convenient in
all kinds of weather.

-c

Fair On Aug. 13-18

Fair Ou Aug. 13-18

NEW DRIVE-IN WINDOW

a

U. S. WILL IIELP
Seoul, South Korea — The
United States, South Korea and a
private Korean firm have signed
a $4,200,000 agreement for the
construction of a cement plant 100
miles southeast of Seoul.

DIAL FOR A JOB
Stockholm — Under auspices of
the Labor Market Board, "Miss
Help Wanted"—who tells about
job openings — is joining "Miss
Time" and "Miss Weather" as an
automatically answered telephone
service. You can dial also for news
and recipes.

a
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Mrs. Mike Nanney.
Mlnard Nanney from Warren.
Many visitors in the community have been the occasion for Michigan, spent the weekend with
many family gatherings and much homefolks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrosio Bolendhappiness in several homes in the
visited the
community during the past sev- rino and children
Nev,
A vulture
d
Nanneys during the weekend.
eral days.
through the windshield of an airMiss Rebecca Hagler has reliner and killed. the copilot, InMr. and Mrs. Willie Harwood turned to St. Louis
after spending dian Airlin
es
Corporation 'ofwere made happy by having all last week with her
sister, Mrs. ficials report
ed.
their children and grandchildren Fred Vaughan.
visit them.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Parnell and
They said Capt. B. K. Arorai,
Mr. and Mrs. Lavelle Harwood sons from Nashville visited
her 28, was on a flight from Kabul
and Paul from Chicago have re- parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Milburn to Amritsar when the vulture
'turned to their home after a visit Conner, during the weeke
smashed through the glass and hit
nd
with their parents.
him in, the face.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Etheridge
GERMAN STARTS TOUR
from Akron, Ohio, have returned
The pilot,
sittirig • alongside
Duesseldorf, Germany — Walter
after spending their vacation with
Arora, took . the controls and sucScheel, West German Minister
for cessfully landed.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Economic Coopeation. left
Willie Harwood, and his grandhere
for a goodwill tour of Brazil,
parents at Gleason.
Chile, Ecuador and,,Colombia.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Bennett and
Fair On Aug. 13-18
Ronnie and Donna Toon have returned to their home in Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Everette Chambers, who formerly lived in this
community, observed their Golden Wedding Anniversary last
Sunday. A large number of relatives and friends were present on
this occasion.
The past few weeks has bee!
very pleasant time in the Dee
Grissom home when all U.,
children and grandchildren
them for the first time that ii
had all been there at the san
time in several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Aechlen...n
from West Covena. Califon .
have returned after a visit to ii
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Grissom.
A large number of relatives and
friends enjoyed visiting in
!!•r
J. B. Nanney home Sunday
af,
noon. honoring Colonel. and
!VI-.
David Nanney and family
who,
have lived in Ankara. Turke
y for I
the past four years.
I.
I
• Mrs. Hobert Beale and
(laugh- I
tens from Albertville.
.Alabama.
are visiting her parents.
Mr. and
.0
.
2=ne•Mkeelk[....earee:-.1.oensisa.annalen I

Bird Hits Windshield,
Kills Plane's Copilot

By Rem Nalgiar
A cheery
everyone!
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Morning to

I was sorry to be absent for
two weeks. My children began
coming the fourth and were here
for fourteen days. They came to
celebrate my birthday July 8. All
of the children came but John D.
my eldest son, and Billie, the
youngest. I had a birthday from
the fourth to the fourteenth. I
received many gifts, cards and
telephone calls. I wish to thank
everyone for helping make it a
wonderful occasion. I want to
thank Gene Gardner for playing
the beautiful song for me.

Our sympathy and prayers go
out to Mr. Clarence Oliver in the
passing of his mother. Mrs. Oliver,
as I knew her, was a kind, sweet
person. To know her was to love
her.
Our sympathy and prayers also
to Mrs. Floyd McMillan in the
passing of her husband, and also
to the children and other loved
ones.
Recent visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Grooms were
Mr. and Mrs. Nolen Pafford of'
Camden, Tenn. Mrs. Pafford is
Mrs. Grooms' sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coates
and children, Glenda, Sandra, and
Carol Sue, have returned from a
vacation in the Smoky Mts. Enroute they attended a reunion of
the Coates family at Centerville,
Tenn., spent one night with the
"Ham" Etheridge family at Manchester. Tenn. and visited in the
home of the Oliver Cunninghams
at Tyner, Tenn. Mr. Cunningham
MEET "BIG IRKS" AT THE FAIR.
was formerly a minister for the
Dan Blocker, the "Big 'Un" of "Bonanza" TV fame,
is coming to the Kentucky StAIC Fair, Sept.
7, 8 8: 9. Ile will be in the 11orld's Championship
Central Church of Christ.
Rodeo the hrst three days of the nine-day exposit
ion.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wall and
children Ronnie, Donna Gail,
Sammy and Danny, have return- went to see many of her friends. turned home
last Friday after a
ed from a week's vacation in Chi- James Clay honored Mrs. Hinkley, wonderful
trip from Colorado
cago. Ill., with relatives.
Mrs. Eunice McAlister and his Spring
Accurate
s and Denver. Colorado.
Mr. and Mrs. John Allison and family with a supper at the Derby Mrs. Nall said
there was snow on
- children Susan, Johnny
WORKMANSHIP
and
Satur
day
evenin
g, the four- the mountains above them and
and
Charles, left last week for an ex- teenth, James Clay and family they sat
by a big fire place with
At Low Cost
left for Birmingham, Alabama. burnin
tended trip to California.
Detroit—A gunman took $900 Watche
g logs. They also visited in
s, Clocks and Time
J. L. Grooms and Lowell were Come back again folks.
from
the Henrose Hotel's assist- Pieces
Wyoming. Glad to have you back
of All Kinds :Accuin Paducah Thursday on busiant manager and cashier, ordered
rately Repaired at Low Cost
Miss Glenda Boulton returned folks.
ness.
them
into an automatic elevator, by—
All for now; remember keep pushed button 28, and fled.
Mrs. Jewell Bishop and Judy of home last Saturday from a visit
Union City weer visitors in the with her sister, Mrs. Gerrell Un- smiling. I'll see you next week.
The two said they could not
ANDREWS
home of her sister. Mrs. J. L. derwood and Mr. Underwood and
alert police until after their 56Jewe
Grooms and family on Thursday. the children in Cape Girardeau,
lry Company
_
Fair
On Aug. 13-18
floor elevator ride.
Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Craig and
children Phyllis, Rusty, and MeSome of her friends met her at
lissa have returned from a few the bus. She had
a wonderful time
days vacation spent in St. Louis but was glad to be
back home with
with relatives. Pam Grooms ac- her girl friend
s and mother.
companied them.
Mrs. Ruth Grooms visited me
Mrs. Ida Craig is reported doing
last Friday afternoon. Mrs. Louis
very nicely at this writing.
SWIFT PROTEN
Tammy Grooms shared her Sensing visited me on Saturday
SLICED
birthday cake on Friday the 13th afternoon. Mrs. G. A. Thomas and
Mrs.
Lillian Kennedy were recent
with the neighborhood children.
_
PREMIUM SLICED
Several of the little tots gathered visitors.
The
visitation group from the
to help her blow out her five
candles Those with chocolate cake Central Church visited the shutSWIFT PREMIUM
ins
last
Thursday. Among them
on their faces included besides
SWIFT TOPPY
Tammy, Debbie and Anthony were Mrs. Riley Smith, Mrs.
LUNCHEON MEAT
Brown, Sammy and Danny Wall Cloys Merrell and Mr. and Mrs.
PICKL
E — OLIVE —
C.
H.
Cashio
and Pam Grooms. Later the
n.
SUGAR CURED SLICED
s ALASII — SOUSE
Groomses drove up to Murray
Thomas Elam has returned home
where Tammy's big sister, Mrs. from Detroit and back to work
BOLOGNA 6 oz. Pkg
Bob Craven took them all, to a with the Pure Milk Company. He
Picnic at the Ky. Lake. Later spent a month in school in Deall the children enjoyed swim- troit, sponsored by the Pure 'Milk
OLD FASHION
ming.
Company.
We are sorry to report Mr.
The Louis. Holly home was a
Jerry Aldridge as being in the very lovely
place for more than a
Jones Hospital. Hurry and get week. Their
son, Bill, of Detroit,
well. Jerry, we will miss you.
and a grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Glad to report Miss Ludene Holly, Butch
Jordon of Pontiac,
:Rushing as getting along nicely in Michigan,
and Mr. and Mrs. Neal
the home of her father. Mr. 0. L. Holly and
three scns visited them
Rushing in Memphis. Ludene at- from New
Albany. They honored
tended the worship at the Church their guests
with a fish fry at the
of Christ in Memphis last Sun- City Park.
Also. attending were
day. .
Mr. aod Mrs. Aubry Taylor and
Sorry to retort Mrs. C. L. New= Mrs. Eadie
Nall. They had a wonton as being in the Fulton Hos- derful time.
pital. She suffered a heart attack
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holly were
in Hickman and was brought by the
last Saturday night supper
ambulance to the Fulton hospital. guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Aubry
We hope you will soon be back Taylor
and Mrs. Nall. Mr. and
home Mrs. Newton.
Mrs. Holly visited their nephew,
Mrs. John Hinkley visited me Mr. Russel
l Cruise and family at
last Sunday afternoon. She naid Cayce
last Sunday afternoon.
they had a wonderful time while
Tommy Taylor attended church
LIBBY'S
James Clay and Mrs. Hinkley at the
BROWN'S BEST
Baptist Church at McConPINTO or
were here. Judy had a wonderful nell,
Tennessee, last Sunday night.
time. She attended the Teen
Mr. and Mrs Aubrey Taylor,
Town on Saturday night and Tomm
y ,and Mrs. Eadie Nall re-

Holdup Victims Get
Alarm-Delaing Lift

GUALITY
FOOD

THRIFTY
PRICES

RIB STEAK

Lb. 79c

BEEF LIVER

Lb. 39c

SLICED BACON

Lb. 49c

JOWL BACON

Opening Soon!
Watch for it!

Largest and most modern Roller Rink
in West My. and Northwest Tennessee!

• SKATING CAPACITY 250
• MODERN REST ROOMS
• CONCESSION STAND
• CHICAGO SKATES
• SPECTATORS WELCOME!

Happy Day Skating Rink
Located next door to Happy Day Laun
dryette on
Martin Highway in South Fulton.

FRIENDLY
SERVICE

PORK LIVER

Lb. 29c

29
ci

_ 2 Lb. 69c

BOLOGNA

Lb. 33c

FOOD STORES
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERV
E THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Ground Beef

Ground Fresh
From Swift
'
Proten Beef

Fruit Cocktail

LEMONADE 10c

LAWRENCE C. IVES, cattleman. entrepreneur, and owner.
president of the 273,000 acre
Del Valle Cattle Company Ranch
seer Tombstone. Arizona, says,

"THAT'S RIGHT,
F. NO BITE"

4 Pt
$1.55
90 Proof

CARNATION

MILK

48

Tall Can

FISH STICKS

Ye
llowstone
The
Greatest American Whiskey

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON, PROOF & 100
PROOF BOTTLED IN BONO
DISTI1110 IA BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE
DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE- OWENSBORO,
KY

6 For . . . 89c
28 oz. Pkg.

69c

PASCAL

Large Stalk

SWIFT'S 1-2 GAL.
ICE MILK
3 FOR
MELLOW-MASH

2 303
CANS

FLOUR 10 lb. bag
Plain or Self Rising
I*

BOOTH'S

CELERY

LIBB'Y

PILLSBURY

GREAT NORTHERN
BEANS . . . Lb. 10c

Pink Or Reg.
6 Oz. Can

3 t's
lbs.4'11•

Each

BANANA -CHOCOLATE -CO

PIES

Jumbo Box Of 12 . . . 39c
BOOTH'S
CATFISH Fillets Lb. Pkg.
59c

U. S. NO. 1

19c

POTATOES

GREEN ONIONS CUKES
$1.00 RADISHES
PEPPERS

LEMONS

CONUT

FANCY
SUNKIST

ITS

SALAD
TIME

Size A
Each 1OC

doz. 29c

10 Lbs. 49c

Coinette Laundry Now Open
LOCATED ON CARR ST. NEAR WEST STATE LINE INTERSECTION - - Across The Street From The Christian Church

WASH
9 LBS. 20c

I
a
a

WE NEVER CLOSE!
WATCH FOR OUR BIG GRAND OPENING..SOON!

3

4

•
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DRY

a

20 LBS. 25c
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Kentucky Lake Dock,
Boat Destroyed By Fire
Coakley's boat dock on Kentucky lake and a 27-foot cruiser
were destroyed by fire at 5:05
a. m. last Sit,o- day. Loss was esti_
mated at :1 ..t $50.000.
To..6 hon,;!•ed privately owned
boats in a A-A*1y covered slip
abo•jt 100 to t f rr. the main dock
vcer. rird !fitchit t,y the fire. .
The do wk burned to the watt,r
and the flaming cruiser sank to
the bottom_ of the lake in about
20 let of water. The cruiser
owned by E. S. LeMaster•
sonville. was %•alued at $7,500. He
and five idther men aboard escaped unhurt. IA^Master, an insurance-company branch manager,
was host to five salesmen on a
fishing trip.
.Jim Coakley, who leases the
Clock from the State, said the
two-burner alcohol cookstove in
the galley apParently started the
blaze.
Smoke started curling from a
porthole as the cruiser docked
for supplies. LeMaster said others
in the party were cooking breakfast when the fire started.
Coakley Said he told LeMaster
about the smoke, grabbed a fire
extinguisher, and
played the
stream on the blaze through a
porthole. He fought the flames
until the extinguisher.was exhausted and he was forced to
retreat.
The burning cruiser was freed
from the dock and pushed adrift.
but a brisk wind blew it back and
the flames set fire to.the oil-covered structure.

ELLIS PARK RACES
29 - DAY SUMMER
MEETING
Aug. 1 through Sept. 3
RAIN or SHINE
Track Located Midway Between Evansvile, Ind., and
Henderson. KY.
U3N01.110N0.3-111V MAN
(trit HOUSE
on I'. S. Highway No. 41
POST TIME: 2:00 P. M.,
C. I). S. T.
No CHARGE FOR PARKING

JAMES C. ELLIS PARK
Operated by
DADE PARK
JOCKEY CLUB, INC.

Lake St.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

The worship .service of the
South Fulton Baptist Church at
10:55 a. m. Sunday will be
'broadcast over Radio WFUL. HoIon Allen, pastor, will use the sermon title "The Fourfold Glory of
the Church', , The message will
come from chapter 6 of the Song
of Solomon.
At the early service at 8:80
a. m., the sermon subject will be
"Plowshares From Swords". At
the 6:00- p. m. service. "When
Isaiah Saw The Lord" wifl furnish
the title.
The church is following a plan
to read 3 chapters of the Bible
each week day and 5 on Sundays.
This procedure completes the en:,
tire Bible in one year. Those
using the plan will complete
Isaiah chapter 11 on Sunday.
The Sunday School meets at
9:45 a. m. There is a workers
meeting for this Friday at 7:30
at the church. The Sunday School
is the "Outreach" or "Enlistment"
arm of the Church.
Training Union convenes at
5:00 p. m. each Sunday.
The public is invited to attend
all the services of the church.

The Kentucky Department of
Public Safety will roll its new
"Sixth Wheel" safety program into Kentucky Dam Village July 26
to set up the second in its current series of recional safety
seminars.
Public and civic leaders and officials have been invited along
with represektatives of the press,
radio and television in the area
comprised of these counties: Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves, Henderson.
Hickman,
Hopkins, Livingston. Lyon, McCracken, Marshall, Trigg, Union
and Webster.
The theme of
the "Sixth
Wheel" program is that a car has
six wheels—four on the road, the
steering wheel and the vital sixth
wheel ,the driver. State Safety
Commissioner Glenn Lovern, said,
"Throughout the entire program
the Department stresses the individual motorist's responsibility
for safe driving by appealing to
his brain,.heart and conscience."

He pointed out that billboards,
news stories, photos, films, radio
and TV spot announcements will
use the "Sixth Wheel" theme.
The project also includes a 25minute sound-color film entitled,
"The Sixth Wheel," which is
available by contacting the Department of Public Safety in
Frankfort.

Lovern also said several booklets are available on the program
and the subject of general public
safety. "The philosophy of the
new program is keyed to the idea
that a ,great need exists to teach
in a practical and positive manner
just how people must go about
staying safe on the highway," he
declared.

"In the past," he added, "we
have stressed the negative or
It's much cooler today and we
more gruesome safety 'facts of
appreciate it.
death' rather than the facts of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey atlife. We think this realistic aptended Sunday School at Bethleproach will pay off saving many
hem Sunday. First time Paul had
lives which are now lost every
been able to be there in several
year."
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
visited his brother and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Orland Colthar7 of
Paris, Sunday.
Mrs. Ruth Weems and grandson
returned to their home in New
Gov. Bert Combs called the new hanging walks, expanses of glass
Jersey last week after a short
lodge at Kentucky Dam Village and patios on two levels.
visit with her sister Mrs. Tennie
State Park near Gilbertsville "a
Ranged along a rounded knoll
House and other relatives here.
symbol of the finest parks system near Kentucky Dam, the lodge
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin ROwland
in the world" at dedication cere- includes
eight
air-conditioned
ate Sunday night supper with
monies Saturday, July 7.
buildings—seven units of eight
their daughter, Mrs. Charles DubBefore snipping the giant rib- guest rooms each and a central
lin and children.
bon to officially open the ultra- building which houses the dining
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
modern structure ,he dedicated it room, kitchen, lobby, gift shop,
of Lone Oak and Mrs. Wilma Euto the "people of Kentucky and recreation room and office.
banks and children of near Wingo
Jimmy Wright, son of Mr. and the United States who are going
New lodge construction in State
were guests of their mother, Mrs. Mrs. Charles Wright, Fulton, Rt. forward to build
a greater state parks will add 237 guest rooms
Hattie-Puckett Sunday.
1, is at Murray State College at- and nation."
and dining room accommodations
Mrs. A. A, McGuire visited her tending the second Art Workshop
With 56 rooms — each with a for 1,500 to the parks system this
daughter Mrs. Mary Lou Jones sponsored by the college's Art private balcony
oevrlooking Ken- year. Two more lodges are planone day last week.
Department.
This
workshop tucky Lake—a swimming pool ned next year.
Bro. and Mrs. T. Y. Smithmier deals with sculpture and ceramics. and a 300-capacity dinitig room,
and boys of Clinton were SaturJimmy, a 1982 graduate of the lodge was the first of six new
day night supper guests of the Fulton High School, also partici- lodges and two new lodge adBill Matthews.
pated in the first division of the ditions to be dedicated this sumMr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor workship held during the early mer as part of Kentucky's SIR
called on the Butch McClains part of July. That session empha- million parks ex:)ansion program.
awhile Sunday night.
A crowd of approximately 1,000
drawing, painting and
sized
Fort Walton Beach, Fla., — A
Mr. and Mrs.. Carl Hainline sketching.
braved the heat to attend dedica- young airman who
was a member
were guests of the Tremon Ricktion
ceremonies
and
daylong ac- of a parachute club fell 7.000 feet
Jimmy was home last week and
Sunday.
tivities
at
the
park.
Among other to his death while trying to jump
told a News reporter about the
Mrs. 011ie McClain of Dukedom
earlier session. He said that it speakers were Lt. Gov. Wilson W. from a small plane. He was Laws quite ill in the Fulton Hospital.
Wyatt;
Parks
Commissioner
Ed. rence 0. Murphy, Montpelier, Vt.
was one of the most enlightening
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire,
studies he had ever attended. He ward V. Fox; Parks Board Chair- Authorities said his main chute
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
man
Henry
Ward;
Aubrey
Waghad several paintings on display
failed to open.
BTU. and Mrs. Torn SmithmiCT,
in Murray and this display is ex- ner, chairman of the Tennessee
Tnmmy.
Johnnie and David,
Valley
Authority
board
of
direc.,:cre guests of the Oliver Taylors pected to be shown in' several tors; and master
CO-OPS IN AFRICA
of ceremonies
other Kentucky towns during the
.turday night.
Russel Chittemlen, manager of
Cairo — Most African GovernMr. and Mrs. 011ie James Yates next few weeks.
The young Fulton artist receiv- the Paducah Association of Corn- ments are encouraging or subre L;uests of her parents, Mr.
sidizing the deevlopment of agrid Mrs. Moore of Crutchfield ed full scholarships for both sesThe new lodge features con- cultural coperatives to handle
sions of the workshop. Jimmy
Sunday.
will be a freshman at David Lips- temporary architecture — gently production and marketing—mostcomb College in Nashville this pitched gables, wide eaves, over- ly for export.
fall. He plans to major in Art and
History.

New Kentucky Dam Village Lodge Offers
Modern Facilities To Tourists In State

Fulton Artist
At Murray For
Art Workshop

Photography Contest Offers Free
Vacation In Kentucky State Park
A free vacation in a Kentucky
State park will be awarded for
prize-winning photographs taken
in State parks between now and
Dec. 1, the Kentucky Department
of Parks has announced.
The classes of competition are
"best scenic picture" and "best
actvivity picture." A first, second
and third prize will be awarded
in each classification.
In each of the two classifications, these prizes will be awarded:
Best photo—one week's food
and lodging for two persons at a
State park.
Runner-up--one
week's food
and lodging for one person at a
State park.
Third place—cnree days with
free food and lodging for two at
a State park.
Here are the rules:
1. Enter only photos taken at
Kentucky State parks or shrines
between July 1 and Dec. 1, 1962.
2. Print the name and address
of the contest entrant and name
of park or shrine on the back of
each photo submitted, Photos
must be at least 4 inches by 4
inches in size.
3. There is no limit to the number of entries for one individual.
Pictures will be returned after
the contest if correctly identified
on back and accompanied by a

self-addressed envelope. Winnfnj
pictures and rights of publication
become the property of the State
4. Winners will vacation at thi
park of their choice. Vacation.
must be completed by May I
,1963.
5. Judges will be-professiona
photographers from the staff o
the Kentucky Department of Pub
lic Information.
6. Everyone is eligible excep
employees of the State depart
ments of parks and public information and members of theii
famliies.
7. Mail your entry to "Park:
Photo Contest," Box 500, Frankfort, Ky.

Brown Spider's Bite
As Bad As Widows
Chicago — The black widov
has company and the Unite(
States has become the adopte(
home of a second poisonous spider. The tropical brown spider
which is cinnamon-colored with ;
vaguely purplish body, has beei
found in Texas. Oklahoma, Kan
sas, and Missouri. It is about a
poisonous as the black widow.
Get In The Fab' Fare
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In Florida Jump
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All contents and equipment of
the dock anci cruiser were lost,
including about 100 in cash in
the dock office and dock records,
according to Coakley. LeMaster
estimated the value of the cruiser's contents at about $1,000.
The State built the dock in
1952 and leased it to Coakley. It
has two apartments.
The loss is partly covered by
insurance. Coakley said.

Sunday Services 'Sixth Wheel'Safety Program Aims
To Be Broadcast Al Driver's Responsibility On Road
On Radio WFUL

Charlie Scales Store
Fulton

Phone 389

NOW/NY
47 LOW RAYON'
Dual-Ring Front

TRACTOR TIRES

Judges Appointed
In Model Court Plan
Chicago — The American Bar
Association
has
adopted
a
"model" court plan under which
governors would appoint judges
for three - year terms from nominations by a nonpartisan commission. After- three years, appointees would seek voter approval for 10-year terms,
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TRIAD
PiDES THE SURFACE
FOR EASIER STEERING'

You gm BFG On Your Form Tire Repair Sery•
rye We repo., tires right os the field or mount
o new SIG.looner Ore for your use while your
tine is being reooired

CROP'PAYMENT TERMS

York—Benny

•

• • •
PEOPLE KEEP AMERICAN BUSINESS HUMMING
by investing in companies that make our economy the
strongest in the world. AT&T investors include farmers,
businessmen, clerks, mechanics, clergymen, merchants,
teachers, housewives, doctors, lawyers, retired people, and
more than 300,000 Bell System employees. Some interesting AT&T shareowner facts: women shareowners outnumber men two to one; about 28% of shareowners have
held their stock for 10 years or more; 1,409,000 people
own less than 100 shares; every 3 months checks are
mailed to more than two million shatsowners in the U.S.
and in 120 foreign countries.

Goodman,

tamed swing clarinetist, returned

home from a tour of Russia and
said: "It wasn't like playing New
York."
"The first - night audiences,
mostly bureaucrats, sat like this"
the bandleader explained, sitting
on his hands.
Goodman said, however, the
general audiences were "wonderful, and very receptive." He said
the six-week tour was quite successful.
Fair On Aug. 13-18

•

• • •
REFRIGERATED BATS! Constantly striving to improve
communications equipment, Bell Telephone Laboratory
scientists are using bats to learn more about intricacies
of the human ear. Painless experiments are performed on
bats during normal hibernation. Between experiments, the
little creatures are kept in refrigerators in a state of
suspension necessary to these
experiments. From refrigerated
bats may come better communications service for all of us!

Russian Audiences
'Not Like New York'
New

•

TELEPHONES AROUND THE WORLD ... If you're
in Switzerland and want to tune a violin, you can dial a
telephone number and get a perfect "A" ... in Moscow,
anything over six city blocks is considered a Long Distance
call ... there are 244 telephones in Muscat and Oman-3
in the British Virgin Islands.

Only at B.E.Coodtich
GET OUR PRICE
BEFORE YOU BUY

0N •T FORGET TO
5 lop IliE MILK before
you go on vacation. Do remember to plan ahead by ni
Long Distance. It's a good
idea toto phone in advance
for reservations and make 'sure of a place to stay. And it's mighty nice to phone
friends along the way. Of course you'll want to call back
home later and check on how things are going. Let me remind you also that you can find vacation needs fast in the
Yellow Pages, everything from cameras, luggage and sports
equipment to picnic supplies. Have a swell vacation!
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Another Split Season Announced For
Dove Hunters By Wildlife Commission

Mar

rinhu
ation
"State
t tin
ition
lay 1

Seventy half-days 2f hunting
for Kentucky dove hunters has
been granted for this season by
the Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission and the U. S. Department of Interior, Minor Clark,
commissioner of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources,
announced today.
The season follows the same
general pattern as for last year,
with the first part of the split
season being September 1 through
October 31 and the second portion opening on December 1 and
continuing through December 9.
The bag and possession limits remain the same as for last year,
with 12 being permitted a day or
24 after two or more days of
hunting. The two or more days
possession limit applies to transporting or freezing and does not
permit 24 in possession in a field.
The shooting hours are from 12
o'clock noon until sunset (Standard Time.)
According to a telephone mes-
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YOURC A TWO CAR FAMILY
'I'OU GET SPECIAL RATES RCIA

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Ph. 62

Chicago — Surgeons who removed Kristine Gartland's tonsils
got a big surprise and so did the
6-year-old patient.
When the tonsils came out, so,
too, did a blue plastic eye which
stared up at the doctors from the
tissue removed. A hospital spokesman said the eye was about the
size of a dime.
Kristine said she couldn't remember swallowing the eye. Her
mother, Mrs. Mary Gartland, said
an eye was missing, from one of
Kristine's dolls which was discarded about three years ago.

AMEMiii...iii=i1=111111.1.1111.111M.
You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
I
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Mrs. Annie Oliver
Mrs. Annie Oliver, 81, widow of
Lee Oliver and resident of Fulton
for many years, died suddenly
Saturday morning, July 21, 4:30
at the Fulton hospital.
She was born June 22, 1881 in
Wayne County, Tenn.. and was
the daughter of the late W. B.
and Frances Jane Kyle Walker.
She was married to Lee Oliver in
Obion County, Tenn., Sept. 18,
1898. She had made her home in
Detroit for the past 20 years, but
-returned here about a month ago
to live with her son, Clarence
Oliver on Smith street. She was
a member of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church of Detroit.
'Two children, Charlie Oliver of
Fulton and Mrs. Leora Bowden
of Detroit, preceded her in death.
Survivors include: a son, Clarence Oliver of South Fulton; a
sister, Mrs. Bessie Mae Goulder of
Fulton; six grandchildren, Mrs.
Dorothy Kidd cif Detroit, Mrs.
Helen Mawrer, Detroit, Billy, Tommy and David Bowden of Detroit
and Mrs. Marilyn Lee Ray of
Fulton and five great grandchildren.

Fulton, Ky.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS.

Alton Barham, former Fulton
resident, died Saturday morning
at 3 o'clock in a hospital in Plymouth, Mich. He was 53.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Maureen Barham; two daughters, Mrs. Bob Carter, Miss Nancy
Barham; a son ,Joe Barham, all
of Plymouth; a sister, Mrs. Clay
Hutchens of Mayfield; three brothers, Gus Barham of Crutchfield, W. M. Barham of South
Fulton and Calvin Barham, Royal
Oak, Mich.; four grand - children
and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services and interment
were Monday in Plymouth Mich.

Mrs. Argin Baird

Mrs. Carey Friel&

a

Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church Sunday at 11
a. m. Sunday school is held at 10
a. m. with Howard Harris as superintendent. Mr. Cleo Cherry. is
leader of the Training Union
which meets at 7:15 p. m. Everyone is invited to attend each service by Pastor Holt and the
church.
Get-well wishes are extended to
Mrs. Aelful McClain who is a
patient in the Jones Clinic in
Fulton. A quick recovery is hoped
for.
Misses Beatrice, Donnie and Zela
Smoot and their nephew, Carl
Smoot, left a few days ago- for
their home in Akron. Ohio. after
spending a vacation here among
relatives. They were also guests
of their brother, Mr. John Smoot,
and Mrs. Smoot on Mayfield, Star
Route.
Work is progressing nicely in
the new three-bedroom home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum on
their farm near here.
The entire
community has
been looking forward to the vacation of Rev and Mrs. T. T. Harris each summer for several
years ,since they are residents • of
Tallahassee, Florida. But this
summer, their daughter, Naomi
Tuck, will undergo another operation on her hip, Mrs. Tuck resides in Orlando. where she has
been engaged in teaching, ana
her parents will remain at her
bedside. All good wishes are extended that she will quickly recover.
The condition of Mrs. Aeiful
McClain took a turn for the
worse at the Jones Clinielhe past
several days. Many friends will
regret to hear this, and we hope
to get a !mph better report very
soon.
Mr. Jessie Hedge fell from his

barn a few days ago and is suffering a broken hip. He is a patient in the Baptist Hospital in
Paducah, so we send our best
wishes to him.
Mrs. Ola Maupins, Pheonix,
St. Louis—King Kado, a two
Arizona,is having a delightful via- year-old lion, is living in roya
cation here with all her relatives 'style.
and friends. She will be joined
King has gained about 10(
here by her son, Granville Mau- pounds on a diet of fresh mea
pins and family hropnd August 1. and vegetables since being take, •
They will spend their vacation from an animal trainer who wa
here accompanying Mrs. Maupins charged with mistreatment of th,
back west .
hon. The Humane Society of Mis
There will be some need of souri took over the task of feed
funds for the Acree Cemetery up- ing King.
keep this year come August 4.
This is the annual meeting for
Fair On Aug. 13-18
those who are Interested. A busi
ness meeting will be held as will
a memorial service. Btsket lunch bounds. I Hope to get it grafte,
will be spread at noon. All who by next year, or when we consul'
wish to contribute should be on a farm agent or such .

Confiscated Lion
Is Faring Well

Mrs. Argin Bal:d, 90, former
Fulton resident, died
Friday
morning, July 20, at 9:30 at the
hand or see the committee in
Weakley County hospital in Marcharge of the upkeep. Mr. and
tin, following a long illness. She
Mrs. Sam Mathis are caretakers
was a cousin of Mrs. W. L. Joyner
for this year. Watch these items
of Fulton. She lived for many
for further announcements.
years on Cedar street in East
ITS HERE
' Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis, this The Sensational New invention
Fulton.
village, are on the alert (luring
She was a member of the First
Sutherland's "MD
r Tram
these hot sizzling days, and repost
Methodist Church and a former
No Belts — No Straps —
the mercury hit a high of 90 demember of the Susanna Wesley
No Odors
grees at their house. Others reSunday school.class and the East
Approved by Doctors — The
ported 102 degrees. These resiFulton Circle.
World's Most Comfortable
dents here are jmproved over the
She had been a patient in the
Truss
past few weeks as each have been
Weakley County rest home in
ailing.
CITY DRUG CO.
Dresden for several years.
The pecan tree I set two years
Fulton
405 Lake St.
Funeral services were held Sun1,
r
.
1
.
gross:
by
NINNIMMS.11...1.11
day at 3 p. m. at the Gardner
Mrs. Teresa Griffith, of Latham.
Funeral Home in Sharon. Tenn.
widow at George Emerson GrifInterment was at Tansil cemetery
fith, died at 6:30 p. m. Friday,
near Sharon.
July 20, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Avice Spence, after a long illness. She was 86.
Mrs E. W. IlleMorries
She was born April 7, 1876 in
EAST
BEELERTON
Weakley CountY, Tenn., the daughter of the late Robert Wesley
Bro. and Mrs. Odis Shultz, Bro.
Turner and Melinda Boaz Turner.
Her husband preceded her in Jack Brawn, Mr. Richard Childress, Mrs. Allie Morgan, Mrs.
death in 1952.
Survivors include two sons, Randall Laird, Mrs. Lyndall PittDurell Griffith of Riverside, Cali- man, Theresa Pittman, Ronda
fornia, Raymond Griffith of Laird, Mrs. Coleman Jackson, Mr.
Dukedom, Route 1; three daugh- and Mrs. Leonard Wilson, Mr.
ATHLETE'S FOOT
ters, Mrs. Zilliar Wheeler of La- and Mrs. Chester Jackson, Mrs.
HOW TO TREAT
tham, Mrs. Avice Spence of La- Imogene Cash, Miss Lynn Mc- Apply Instant-dryIns FT— You
feel It
tham and Mrs. Nick Macunovich Ketric, Mrs. Avilla Green, Miss takes hold to cheek Itching. burnIns. in
minutes. Then in a to 5 days. watt*
of Allen Park, Mich.; a sister, Norma Faye Greeh, Miss Maxcene inf
d skin slough off. W•tch healthy
Mrs. Mattie Griffith of Delight, Stephens, Glynn bay Snow, Jim- elan replace It. If not pleased IN ONE
your 40e back at any drug store.
Ark., seven grandchildren, seven my Childress, Tommy Stephens, ROM
NOW •t ALL DRUG sroars.
great grand children and one David
Collins,
Mrs.
Mozell
great great, grandchild.
Vaughn, and Kegley Jackson were
FREE! 1962 FORD FAIRLANE 500 Given Away
Services were at 2 p. m. Monday all dinner guests Tuesday of last
at the Bible Union Church, of week with Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
Free Tickets Are Available from any Fulton
which she was a member. Bro. McMorries, Eugene and Glenda.
Merchant.
Garvin Brundige officiated. InPhone 58
Mrs. Madie Darnell visited Mr. 207 Commercial
FREE! $100.00 Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
terment by Jackson Bros. of
and Mrs. Winfred McMorries,
Dukedom was in the Oak Grove
—Slip Covers; seat covers
Eugene and Glenda, Saturday and
DAIRY AND BEEF CATTLE SHOWS
Church of Christ cemetery.
—Upholstering (all kinds.
Sunday of last week.
HOMEMAKERS AND CLUB EXHIBITS
modern and antique
Brother George Krieg and
—Draperies
Cloyd, Bro. George Pope, Mr. and
HARPER AMUSEMENT ON THE MIDWAY
Mrs. Carl Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. —Awnings. tarpaulins
Capp Watts, 75-year-old retired Bobby Rhodes and Melody, Mr.
JAMES RAZELWOOD
—Sponsored by thefarmer of Clinton, route 1, died Freddy Roberts, Gennie and JohnWednesday, July 18, at Hickman nie. Mrs. Sue James and Vickie
FULTON JAYCEES
UAL KILLEBREW
FULTON, KY.
County Hospital after an extend- were Tuesday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gusts Miodes and Jerald
ed illness.
Survivors include his wife, Meg.
Lena Watts; three sons, Kenneth
•
•
and Keith Watts, Pensacola, Fla.,
and Roy Watts, Douglas, Ariz.;
two daughters, Mrs. Peggy Richardson, Louisville ,and Mrs. Lovetta Humble, Paducah; five brothers, Randall and Felix Watts,
San Bernardino, Calif., Joe Everett and Truman Watts, Detroit;
A truck that doesn't call for a lot of attention, and cabs, tight tailgates ... arc,some of the
four sisters, Mrs. Annie Pharis,
that just does its job every day, is a great features that help Chevrolet trucks work
Clinton, Mrs. Sadie Johns, Water
asset. This is the thing most users tell us they longer and bring back more of your investment
Valley, Mrs. Tommie Kimbrough
trade-in.
about Chevrolet trucks—their reliability. atIf you wish you had a truck that cost you
like
and Miss Loraine Watts, Dequality.
from
comes
course,
this,
And
of
troit; 12 grandchildren and one
less thought and attention, put your money on
Sound engines, strong frames, double-wall quality. Make your next buy a dependablo
great grandchild.
Funeral services were conductconstructive, insulated cabs, separated bodies Chevrolet truck.
ed at 2:30 p. mi. Friday at Salem
Methodist Church, near Fulgham,
with burial in the church cemetery.

Mrs. Teresa Griffith
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COMING! Aug.13-18
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FULTON, KY.

—FULTON BALL PARK—

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Capp Watts
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sage from the Interior Department
the baiting regulations will be unchanged from the 1961 season.
Commissioner Clark announced
that the dove season for the Ballard County Waterfowl Management Area and the Shawnee and
West Kentucky Management area
in McCracken county will open
on September 1 and continue
through October 15.
Fifty consecutive full days of
hunting have been granted for
rails and gallinules, the season
opening on November 15 and continuing through January 3. The
daily and possession limits for
these two species, singly or in aggregate, is 15 and the shooting
hours are from sunrise until sunset, (Standard Time).
Woodcock may be shot from
November 15 through December
24 with the bag limit being four
and the possession limit eight.
Shooting hours are from sunrise
until sunset (Standard Time). The
Wilson snipe season opens November 15 and continues through
December 14, with shooting hours
from sunrise to sunset. The bag
and possession limit is eight.

Alton Barham

DEATHS

HOME FURNISHINGS
Maple bedroom suite __
3-4 - size roll-away bed
Odd bedsteads, from
Odd dressers, from
Rocker and occasional chairs, from
Chifferobes, from
Gas ranges, from
Electric ranges, from
9 x 12 wool rug and pad
Refrigerators, from
36 x 40 mirror
Breakfast table and chairs
Wringer-type washer

$67.50
$15.00
$ 7.50
$12.50
$ 5.95
$ 5.50
$59.95
$47.50
$12.50
$47.50
$ 9.95
$25.00
$27.50

—AT—

If ou take pour truck for grated

...it a
good
one!

Wade's Used Furniture Store

WARNING ISSUED
London — The London Evening
Standard reported that a bookstore in Hampstead has posted a
notice saying: "Children of progressive parents admitted only on
leads (leashes)."

"Trade with Wade and Save"
217 Main Street

Phone 478

S

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
Chevrolet Fleetside—America'sfavorize pickup

ITS SO EASY TO

CHEVROLET TRUCKS

STOP AND SHOP

Quality trucks always costloss!

AT

FIVE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

ONE
FULTON, KY.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
104 East Fourth Street

IIM Ilff

Phones 38 SC

BUICK, INC.
Fulton
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric flia.r polisher
and electric vacuum sleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
RAILROAD CAREER
Jobs as Telegraph Operators
and Station Agents are opening in
most areas due to heavy retirements. promotions ,and deaths. If
qualified, you may prepare at
low cost for placement in one of
these openings starting at $400
per month, providing you are between 17 and 28, high school graduate or G. E. D. equivalent, physically fit and willing to work
days while training • nights. GI
approved for Korean vets. Placement assured upon completion of
training. If sincerely interested in
a personal interview, write stating age, phone number, address,
martial status and present occupation. to
RAILROAD TRAINING
P. 0. Box 2028
Nashville 14, Tennessee

DO YOU HAVE an old car
(1935 oi, older) stored in your
barn or around your place? Regardless of its condition, it can be
sold for cash If it can be made to
run. If you have an old car or
know someone who has, phone the
News office for further information.

DAIRYMEN! New low price on
Calf Maker, Southern States'
Milk Replacer, is $4.45 far 25
pounds. Old price was $4.70. You
save 25c. Same quality formula
. . . only the price has changed.
25 pounds takes a calf to weaning.
Raise a top replacement, sell every
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
drop of your whole milk, and
TUrrier 5-9121
pocket the savings. Calf Maker is phone (UC)
Daily Schedule
made of milk--dry milk. Contains
DC-3 service from Union City
no cereals that settle out and
Lv 9:44 p. m.
clog nipple. Stays mixed. Forti- To Memphis
Lv 2:19 p. m.
fied with . antibiotics to fight To Nashville
scours, extra vitamins and 10 percent energizing fat. Order Calf
iiENT - - - •
WE
Maker now. Southern States Fulton Coop. 201 Central Avenue,
South Fulton; Phone 399 CooperaFlospital beds
tive Agency.
Baby beds
WANTED: A good used grand
piano: will pay cash. Paul Westpheling. phone 470 or 1255.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307 Roper Television.

Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
—
WADE
Phone 103

ThE

WANTED: clean cotton rags. No
Conventional L.oans
rayon or nylon or overalls or blue
FHA Loanjeans. Cut off buttons and zippers and bring tit the News of- -The very best selection of real
fire Ifli p. r pound.
estate for sale at all -times!
11M1111101,

BEST
eu.:41
CLEANEST
USED FURN1TIME

FLOWERS

555 FULTON, KY.

For Every Occasion

CHapel 7-1833

II sT.I.M A R R greeting Card.!
111"TFX "Personalized"
Stationery

MAYFIELD, KY.

Fulton, Ky.

When It's

APPLES, Red Jeffries. FlavorReal Estate in Fulton
some eating. Delicious for pies,
— see —
baking. frying. Excellent for
CHARLES
W. BVIIROW
DRYING
Hole. r Zepf, Dukedum Highway . 309 Walnut
Phone 81
Near Oal: Grove. Church
'ar:r1 Loans

130.:7 MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING CoLLECT

FURN. CO.

GILLUM

Scott's Floral Shoppe

TRANSFER CO.

Phone 20-3
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture ComDany

Vosavs
•04(4
?mews
AM
Pier"

Mk

TINY TOT REVUE

Mat
11•16d-Sisal

Hay Is Made Easier Today
The sweeping changes of our
modern times have brought about
amazing increases in production
per acre, per animal unit, and per
agricultural worker. This . has
come about' within the past fifteen years. Today, we shall consider hay production and the
methods that are common practice on almost every farm.
We are now harvesting onethird more hay, and of higher
quality in less than one-half the
time that was required only a
few years ago. This has been
made possible through the use of
newer and improved farm machinery. The hay making equipment of today is faster and more
powerful than we had a few seasons ago. The day of the hr•Y
stack and 'pitch fork, the sweep
rake and hay frame is fast making an exit. We now have smooth
running powerful mowers, hay
conditioning machines, improved
side-delivery rakes and large capacity balers that cut the days
work of a decade ago to a few
minutes. There is a baler on the
market that takes, the hay from
the ground, conditions it, bales it
and then throws it back to the
trailer. The only thing I did not
like about this machine was that
it sure did not know how to stack
hay on that trailer. I suppose,
however, with a few adjustments
such a minor problem could be
corrected.
With all of the progress that has
been made we are' still feeding a
much lower quality hay than our
livestock should have. Our breeding program is much farther advanced than the hay and roughage they consume. There are
many reasons for this, but we can
only discuss a few here. It has
been shown through experimentation that maturity governs the
quality of hay that is made and
the weather together with mans
ability, whether that quality is
carried to the barn. To assist the
weather a hay conditioner reduces the time from cutting to
baling by one-half. This is accomplished by crushing the stems
so that moisture evaporates faster.
New models claim removal of
80 percent moisture and that it
is ready for the bale our of the
machine. Research has proven
that livestock prefers conditioned
hay as it is softer and more palatable. A higher nutritive value is
also placed on the crushed hay.

WE'LL BUY IT BACK

It goes without saying that to
have a high quality hay regardless
of machine or whether you have
to begin with a legume or grass
cut in early maturity. You may
sacrifice weight but it will more
than
compensate
with much
higher quality. Remember, the
very best roughage is the key that
unlocics the profit making ability
of anTr cow.

Secli's '
Golden Sleep mattress
with '59.50 features, only

▪

From its beautiful cover, formerly used on
Sealy's $79.50 Posturepedicx, to the Life line
flanged, button-free construction ...this is
America's greatest mattress value at $39.88.
You be the judge. Buy it, try it. If you can find
a better mattress within a month for the same or
less money,buy it and return this Golden Sleep
Mattress for full purchase price. Limited time
offer only during this salet

Prices for the 1962 Crop of
Barley will be supported at $.97
cents per bushel in Fulton County, Roy Bard Chairman, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation County Committee, has announced. This compares with a
support of $98 cents per bushel
for the 1961 barley crop.

88
Mattress sr
box spring
or lull sus

Twin

FEATUR1

YOU
COULD PAY

Sealy
Innerspring
Construction

$59.5o

Sealy's famous
button-treetop
Life line Flange
Construction

$59.50

$59.50

••••••
•
•
Extra Special Comfort and Value! .
•
SEALY QUILTED DELUXE:
GOLDEN SLEEP

a 0 a ••• OOOOO •• II • 0 •• 111 OOOOOO ••••

•
•
•
•

••
88
9
Mattress or
box @Xing
Teta a fulled*

All the fine features found
on the Sealy Golden Sleep
mattress plus extra firm
construction for blissful
comfort. Glamorous quilted
print cover,., also available button-free.

EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE AT

0

The basic rate is for burley
grading No. 2 or better, except
mixed barley. It is adjusted by
discounts for grade and quality to
determine support prices for individual producers. The discount
schedule for 1962 is the same as
for the 1961-crop program.
Terminal rates are available in
the ASCS County office for
farmers who wish to store their

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything-422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 408

Phone Number

Airline To Offer
Phone Calls In Flight

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone 1

Date of Birth
Grandparent's Name

New York—Trans World Airlines said that, effective July 25,
passengers flying in jet airliners
will be able to make telephone
calls in flight. The new skyphone

Mail to Fulton Jaycettes
P. 0. Box 187

Where Shopping is a Pleasure...
203 South Broadway. We reserve the right to
Limit
STORE HOURS: Open till 9: p. m. 7 days
—Acres of free parking—
HENDERSON'S
10 - Lb. Bag
(With $5 purchase

SUGAR

89c

RED
FAIR WEATHER ALASKAN
SALMON, 1 - Lb. Can
_ 79c SALMON 1 Lb. Can ____ 59c
PLYMOUTH
PEACHES 4 2 1-2 Cans _ $1.00 OLEO 5 Lb. Cartons _ _ $1.00
MA11.11 I D
PLYMOUTH
CORN 8 303 Cans
$1.00 COFFEE 2 Lb. Bag _ _ _ _ $1.00
PILLSBURY
25 LB. BAG

FLOUR

$1.49

SWIFT'S

SWIFT'S

ENGLISH ROAST Lb. _ _ 59c ROLLED RUMP ROAST Lb. 99c
SVVIFT'S
SIRLOIN 77P
RIB ROAST Lb.
79c ROAST Lb.
99c
SWIll"
I t.s
PKOTEN
ARM ROAST Lb.
69c ROUND STEAK Lb.
89c

ROAST

SWIFTC11311711C
EN
CENTER CUTS

lb. 49c

SLICED

STEAK Lb.
SHORT RIBS Lb.

79c JOWL BACON 3 Lbs. ___ $1.00
USDA GRADE A
29c I TURKEYS Lb.
35c

FRANKS

79c

PRN
SWISS
PROTEN

PURE

2 Lb. Bag _

BREADED

VEAL STEAKS Lb.

SAUSAGE 3 Lbs. _ $1.00
REELFOOT
79c I FRANKS Cello 12 oz. __ _ 49c

BANANAS lb. 100

•

Fulion Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

service, as it's caled, will be of- I Chicago, St. Louis and the East
Chairman Bard reminded grow- .fered first on a jetliner between Coast.
ers that price support on 1962crop barley will be available to
barley producers who participated
Entry Blank
in the 1962 Feed Grain Program
by diverting barley acreages to
some conserving uses. For barley
support, farmers also must not
exceed their 1959-60 average corn
and grain sorghum acreage. To be
eligible for corn or grain sorghum
support, they must participate in
Contestants Name
the 1962 Feed Grain Program for
these two crops. As in previous
years, price support will be carParent's Name
ried out through farm-and warehouse-stored loans and purchase
Address
agreements. Support
will be
available through Jan. 31, 1963.
grain in a terminal elevator.
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BUSH WHITE

TROUBLE?'
We can't keep you out of it
but with on
of our Low Cost, three
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

Wick Smith Agency
24 How Service
Phone 12 — Nights NO

STARKIST TUNA FISH SALE: HOMINY, 12 300 Cans $1.00
use
Green Label, light meat, 6 1-2 Oz. can
GRIFFIN FANCY
ALL FLAVORS
Green label, light meat, 9 1-4-oz can
4): PRESERVES 3 18-oz. jars $1.
White Label, white meat, 6 1-2-oz. can
SWEET CREAM
MISS LIBERTY
BUTTER 1 Lb. Carton ____ 65c BIS
ROLLS 2 Pkgs.
°AL
45c
TWN THIN POTATO
i
ll
iiii1ETS
20 Lb. Bag _ 89c
CHIPS Full 1 Lb. Bag ____ 59c
SPRY 3 Lb. Can
79c
FROZEN ORANGE
sivirrs
79c
SHORTENING 3 Lb.Can - - 59c JUICE 6 6-oz. Cans

%VI
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rro

